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CHAPTER 1*
Introductory Remarks o
1 o- The Photodisintegration of the Lightest Nuclei*
The basic theory of photonuclear reactions is an application of 
the quantum mechanical theory of the interaction of charged particles 
with the electromagnetic field. The validity of this theory has been 
well demonstrated in calculations on the emission and absorption of 
photons by electrons bound in atoms*
The application of this theory to photonuclear reactions has 
been made with considerable success in the photodisintegration of the 
deuteron* However, since the detailed study of the deuteron and of 
the two-nucleon scattering data has not yet yielded a satisfactory 
nuclear interaction, it is of interest to investigate flirther nuclear 
problems involving more than two nucleons, so that the adequacy or 
inadequacy of the proposed two-body interaction for such problems may 
be demonstrated®
The theory tests not only the nuclear potential but offers a test 
of Siegert’s theorem, i0e* a test of whether the theory successful in 
the atomic case, still applies when meson exchange is taking place*
It is known that the theory breaks down at high energies where the 
effect takes place by way of the virtual production of photopions*.
The study of photonuclear reactions should give the range of validity 
of Siegert * s theorem*
As -will be seen later, the theory gives a method of exploring 
nuclear wave functions without an explicit knowledge of the nuclear 
force, provided that the plane wave approximation for the final state 
of the reaction, is valid*
Apart from the study of the deuteron, the photodisintegration of
3 3the three particle nuclei H and He is simplest to study theoretically* 
However, the experimental data on these reactions is very meagre and 
so the following investigation will chiefly be concerned with the 
study of the photodisintegration of the a-particle and of the inverse 
reaction, radiative capture.
The study of this reaction is of considerable importance in the 
development of the theory of photonuclear reactions for the following 
reason*
The investigations of high-energy photoprotons and photoneutrons 
emitted from nuclei have demonstrated many characteristics of photo­
nuclear reactions. Several different models of photoi-abLeon inter­
action have been proposed to explain these different phenomena* In 
particular, for photon energies Sf> 100 Mev, the experiments are 
satisfactorily explained by the quasi-deuteron model (Levinger 1931)«
At such high x~ra& energies the wavelength is less than the inter­
nucleon distance* The Vrray will therefore prefer to interact with 
only ©ne nucleon at a time. Since a high energy photon has relatively 
little momentum, its energy must be shared by at least two nucleons, 
if energy and momentum are to be conserved* Hence photodisintegration 
can only take place when two nucleons occur within a wavelength. The
electric dipole term is predominant in the photoeffect at high photon
energies (as will be seen later)* Since the dipole moment of a pair
of protons is zero, the main contribution to the photoeffect is
found when a neutron and a proton occur in close proximity* This gives
rise to the name of the H quasi-deuteron” model*
However at lower energies Yoshida (1951) has shown that the
angular distributions of photoprotons are in better agreement with
absorption in nuclear sub-units of four nucleons; i.e. an a-particle
model* This model was first suggested by Levinger and Bethe (1950)
2to account for the fact that the mean square displacement <r >qq of a 
nucleon in the ground state of a nucleus, does nnt vary greatly with 
the mass number A. This is borne out by the calculations of Goldenberg 
and Lopes (1954) * They find that the value of <r >qq in the range 
A = 12 to A = 209 is practically constant and is of the order of that 
for the a-particle* In order to develop this model further, it is 
important to investigate the photodisintegration of free a-particles*
2* Multipole Radiation Theory.
The initial step in the theory involves the separation of the 
electromagnetic field into the various electric and magnetic multipole 
fields* This has been considered by several authors; e.g. Blatt and 
Weisskopf (1952), Sachs and Austem (1951) and Moskowski (1955). Here 
the method of MacDonald (1955) will be followed. As there are several 
misprints in that paper, some of the details will be repeated here*
It is usual to start from the Schroedinger equation for a charged 
particle in an electromagnetic field. The non-relativistic Schroedinger
- 3 -
Hamiltonian for the interaction of a system of A nucleons with the 
electromagnetic field can "be written in the isotopic spin formalism, 
correct to first order in the vector potential A as
A
H! = :  2 j j  Pi.A (^) (i - t )  (1)
1 = 1 '
^p(i - tg )̂ +HN(i + tg )J 6i. [V x A (r^lj
where the isotopic spin operator t has the eigenvalues (+|-) for aS
neutron and (-g-) for a proton. In (l), m is the nucleon mass, jn 
the position vector of the i"^ nucleon, pn its momentum and the Pauli 
spin vector* and p.̂. are respectively, the proton and neutron 
magnetic moments.
This form of Hamiltonian is dependant explicitly on the nucleon 
variables only. However, the exchange forces between neutron and 
proton inxply the existence of a current of charged pions between the 
nucleons* Exact calculations should include the effects of these 
pion currents.
However, it has been shown by Siegert (i 937) and more generally 
by Sachs and Austem (1951) that the electric moment operators are 
independent of the form of the Hamiltonian* This result implies that 
the electric multipole moment operators are independent of the pion 
exchange currents and is known as Siegert* s theorem*
Hence predictions concerning the electric moments and electric 
transition probabilities can be made safely even in the absence of a 
full knowledge of the exchange effects*
It should be noticed that Siegert's theorem is only strictly 
true in the "long-wavelength" approximation (Brennan and Sachs 1952).
The possibility of pion photoproduction should have a marked 
influence on the nuclear photodisintegration at photon energies of the 
order of 140 Mev or greater. The separation of this influence from 
the "ordinary" process of photodisintegration can be accomplished only 
if a reliable theoretical value for the cross-section of the "ordinary" 
process is available* Any deviation from the calculated curve can be 
interpreted as an indication of effects which depend explicitly on the 
pion variables*
The photoelectric cross-section for the ordinary process is 
normally derived by assuming Siegert’s theorem* Brennan and Sachs 
have shown that the theorem is not valid at high energies; in fact, 
for the deuteron it breaks down in the neighbourhood of 50 Mev*
However these authors have shown that the errors are still quite small 
at 300 Mev *
Thus Siegert’s theorem is only strictly true for energies less 
than 50 Mev* At higher energies, the meson effects must be included 
explicitly by the introduction of additional terms in the Hamiltonian(l). 
For simplicity a single charged particle will be considered. Then
Hj. = — jd • A — p6. ( ^ x a) 000....(2)
where A satisfies the gauge condition V 0 A = 0*
The transition probability per unit time for the emission of 
radiation is given by perturbation theory (Schiff 1949) as
- 5 -
on p
Ta*b = T  / \ b  ̂  •••«•••(3)
where a,b are indices denoting the initial and final states 0 anda
^b rê Pec"̂ vê y andp (E) is the density of final states per unit energy. 
The field may be restricted to one varying periodically with time 
without loss of generality
A (r t) = A (r) + Ax (r) e^ ^ .......(A)
Then
Hab = j * & -(-) 4  dT  (5)
The vector potential is then expanded into a series by the use of the
vector spherical harmonics (90 ) as defined by Blatt and Weisskopf
(1952). The are eigenfunctions of the angular momentum operators
2J and J* where 2F
J = L + S L = -i I r z ’ S = i1Sek x
and e^ is the unit vector along the %y- axis.
Since the vector spherical harmonics form a complete set, the 
vector field A (r) can be expanded as
« +J
A (r) = ^  ^  A (J,M; r) .......(6)
J=0 M=-J
where




XjM (e *) 5  Yjj-, (& *••00..(8)
>rm A (J>Mjr) in the expansion (6) is called a pure multipole
field©
In future the quantum numbers l,m will he used instead of J,M in 
the multipole expansion©
The electromagnetic multipole fields are further subdivided 
into electric and magnetic multipoles© This division is made on 
account of the parity of the field© It is convenient to define the 
parity of a multipole field as the parity of the magnetic field
In electric multipole radiation of order (l,m), the electric field
where the time dependence has again been removed and where the wave 
number k is given by
has parity the magnetic field parity (-1 )\ In magnetic
multipole radiation of order (l,m) the parities are exactly the 
opposite©
Hence
Now, Maxwell's equations give:-
H (r) = curl A (r) ; E (r) = i k A (r)
CD / \k — •©©©••• ("10)c
The first term in (7) has parity (-1)\ Hence it is associated 
with a magnetic field of parity -(-1)1©
a magnetic multipole field Â © The remaining terms in (7) have parity 
-(-1) and are associated with a magnetic field of parity (-1)^©
Hence the terms in V x X Ira provide an electric multipole field Ag©
Ag (r) are now normalised to energy (“fe c k) inside
a sphere of radius a, on the surface of which A vanishes, then the 
vector potentials of the raultipole fields are given by
As (1’“) = k (~ir) ^  (kr) Y ^  (e*) ...(11)
4(l,m) = i ( p - p ) *  ^(kr) Y ^  (*) ...(12)
where ^(kr) is the spherical Bessel function and (9<f>) the
usual scalar spherical harmonic©
The matrix element H , can now be written asab
where
/  £at> • A ar - j * * 6 . (I x a) ar
Jab = [z5s] * [_KX (a-V + (E>a)X *b]
is the quantum mechanical transition current©
The generalised multipole moments are now defined by
Electric :-<2lm = [e j J r ^(krjlf^ (90)j  0 /  \  d T
* IT /il(kr) Y lm ’ -at d r j ......
- 8 -
J9 “1 (21+1)! J C f v
lm = (l+1)kl° 1 ^ k J * lm (90) div (^aX £ x & h) d T
Magnetic:-
^  = - {frrjlr e •*’ j V * )  V  < * > div <*ax £ V  dT
4 1 [ &  - <*> aiv (*/ 6 *b) dT
-k2 ^  ^ aX £ ' £ V  d r J
The transition probabilities per unit time (integrated over solid 
angle) are
Tab = f^(21+l){.']2 ^ T f  /,̂ l m + ^l m / 2 ..........(15)
Tab = 1 I (21+1 ){J ]2 1 +1% m / 2 .... ....*(16)
These formulae are exact in that no assumption has been made about 
the magnitude of KR where R is the nuclear dimension®
Since for small kr
= [21+T)] I “ [21+3)11 2 + ~ ~ ............ ...o(17)
2 ^  (for example) may be expanded as
^lm = Qlm°^ + Qlm  ̂ +  ...... ..........(18)
where the terms correspond to the successive terms in (17)*
In the ” long-wavelength" approximation kR<<:1,
04-)
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c >  ■ •/ r l Y * (19)
m y
= -|J jr1 Y lm(9?i) div (0aX ^ b) d T
Mli0) = " W  j pl Ylm (9̂  ^  (̂ aX i V  dT
...(20)
These are precisely the single particle moments of Blatt and Weisskopf 
(1952).
From the above, it is seen that one quantum of multipole radiation 
(l,m) carries with it, an angular momentum 1, with £ component m. (both 
measured in units of 1a) • If the quantum is emitted by a nucleus going 
from a state ̂  to a state 0^, then the following selection rules are 
obeyed*
Angular Momentum




1 even n = na b
1 odd n = -II a b
= m O • • • O 6 ( 21 )
Magnetic
II = -J3a b
n = na b
.*(22)
It can be shown from general considerations (e*g. Blatt and Weisskopf 
1952) that the emission probability of raultipole quanta 1, is a rapidly
- 10
decreasing function of 1# Also for the same multipole orderl, the
intensity of magnetic radiation is smaller than the intensity of
V 2electric radiation "by a factor of order —r* For a nucleus this is of
C
order of 0.01*
In the following, the standard notation E 1 (Ml) for electric 
(magnetic)!^-* pole radiation will be used.
MacDonald (i 955) has estimated the effect of two types of higher 
order terms which will contribute to E1 radiation. He finds:- 
(0)1 2
/  25 ijg) ^  ̂  for 100 Mev Y-rays.
and
q0 ) 2 2
/ fnT" / (kK-)̂  ^  10 2 for 100 Mev y-rays.
' C  ' \vj
Hence it is seen that the contributions of both and are1m 1m
small, even at 100 Mev and may therefore be neglected.
It is sufficient to use the fllong-wavelengthH approximation.
The Hamiltonian (l) can be separated as follows
HT = H + H. ««o*o...*(23)I © 1
where &
H® = • ) f e  %  ' ± + * ( ** + “w) ^ 1 • x - (ri)] ]
i=i......................................... .........(24)




Hq is a scalar in isotopic spin space whilst is the g component
of a vector. For an E1 transition due to H . the first order term ino
the transition operators derived from the term £ . A (i\) Jin
(2if), and is given by r^ aii°w ^or nuclear
recoil, th^centre of mass of the nucleus is taken as the origin and 
therefore ^ ri s Henc© ike probability of E1 transitions induced
by Hq is zero* Then only can produce transitions.
^ For an El transition due to , the first order terra is given by 
^ 0. Since is the g-coraponent of a vector in isotopic
spin space, an El transition must cause a Change of one unit (vectorially) 
in the isotopic spin. This leads to the selection rules
/ T - T. / < 1 < T + T, ' a b ' a b
T = 0   > T, = 0 forbidden.a r b
(26)
Higher order terms in the E1 transition operator can remove the 
absolute ban on the T^ = 0 to T^ = 0 transitions. MacDonald (1955) 
has shown that the effect of these higher order terras is small and 
that any deviation from the selection rule can be attributed to 
impurity of the isotopic spin states.
The Coulomb force, being charge dependent, can mix the isotopic 
spin states and cause a violation of the selection rules® This effect 
has been studied by Radicati (1953) and by Wilkinson. (1953)°
3* Fhotodisintegration of the Deuteron.
This reaction has been extensively studied both theoretically
- 12
.and experimentally* The asross-section for the photodisintegration
shows a resonance peak near threshold attributable to photomagnetic
3 1transitions from the 'S ground state to the virtual S state. This
theory agrees within experimental error with the measurements of the
photodisintegration near threshold*
Above the resonance peak of the photomagnetic reaction, the
cross—section exhibits a peak at an energy E , twice the threshold
energy^15 = 4*46 Mev* The effective range calculations of Bethe and
Longmre (1950) and of Austem (1933) give the cross-section in good
agreement with experiments for energies up to —■ 25 Mev. For energies
greater than ~ 4  Mev, the cross-section is due almost entirely to the
electric dipole effect.
The ground state of the deuteron is known to be predominantly a
3 3 3S state and hence the most important E 1 transition is the S — > P
transition* The transition matrix element is proportional to
I  = / + gX 8 *1 dir   (27)
where if is the deuteron ground state wave function, ifr̂ is the!«>
continuum state wave function and 3 is the S component of the inter- 
nucleon distance r.
3At low energies, there is only a slight interaction in the P 
state of the n-p system and therefore the wave function ^  may be 
taken as that ©f the state of the free n~p system* For small
energies, this wave function varies as r2 so that at these small
- 13 -
energies, the integral I has only a small contribution from values of 
r inside the nuclear force range. The only effect of the nuclear 
force range on I is then on the normalisation of This corresponds
to the effective range theory as used in neutron-proton and proton- 
proton scattering.
Thus at moderate energies ijr can effectively be replaced by its8
asymptotic form*, The detailed behaviour of the wave function is
unimportant* Tensor forces cause a change in the shape of the wave
function $ for small values of r, and thus have almost no effect on g 9
the cross-section. They do affect the cross-section slightly since
3the admixture of a D state in the deuteron ground state alters the 
normalisation of the wave function, as well as modifying the form of 
the effective range theory (Hulthen & Sugawara -195?) •
3At higher energies transitions become possible from the D state 
3to the P states by electric dipole radiation. These have been studied 
theoretically by Austern (1952) but their effect on the cross-section 
is found to be small*
For energies greater than 10 Mev, the ^P wave function is not zero 
inside the nuclear force range and the cross-section is reduced. This 
difference is more important for long-tailed than for short-tailed 
potentials* Calculations have been made up to 100 Mev for several 
potentials by Schiff (1950) and by Marshall and G-uth (1950),
More recently de Swart and Marshak (1958) have calculated the 
photodisintegration in the medium energy range (up to 80 Mev) using 
the G-artenhaus wave function for the deuteron and the Gartenhaus plus
— 1 A  —
spin orbit wave functions for the final states. These results are in 
good agreement with experiment and indicate that it is possible to 
achieve a detailed understanding of the photodisintegration of the 
deuteron in the medium energy region without renouncing Siegert’s 
theorem or introducing virtual pion effects not contained in Siegert’s 
theorem. It should be noticed that the G-artenhaus wave function used 
in these calculations, has a larger percentage of D state probability 
than is normally assumed •*}% as against 2 -
2achariasen (1956) has investigated the high energy photodisinte­
gration in the range 100 - 400 Mev. The process is viewed as proceeding 
by way of the photoproduction of virtual pions followed by meson 
scattering in deuterium and finally reabsorption by one of the outgoing 
nucleons# Using the Chew meson theory and the impulse approximation, 
Sachariasen can explain roughly the qualitative features of the cross- 
section, notably the secondary resonance at 'v250 Mev. However the 
angular distributions do not seem to be fully explained by this model.
It will be seen that the range of validity of Siegert:s theorem 
is still in doubt but it is reasonable to assume the theorem is valid 
up to 50 Mev# Further study of this question is being made by de Swart 
and Marshak.
Thus the photodisintegration of the deuteron can be explained up 
to Mev without adetailed knowledge of the deuteron wave functions.
At higher energies, the details of the wave function become important, 
and in fact, it is unlikely that the question of the range of validity 




The photodisintegration of the a-particle has been studied 
experimentally by several workers. When the a-particle is bombarded 
with -frays 0f energy greater than 28 Mev, the following five reactions 
are possible
a) Y + *̂He — ^ p + (yp) Threshold 19<>8 Mev
b) — * n + ̂ He (yn) 20.6 Mev
c) ■— > d + d (̂ 1) 23*7 Mev
3.) — > p + n + d (yp n) 25.9 Mev
e) — * 2p + 2n (Y, 2p 2n) 28.2 Mev
Contrary to the case of more complicated nuclei, it is possible in
the study of the a-particle to analyse the angular distributions fully,
and consequently to draw conclusions on the character of photon
absorption. This is due to the fact that the final state in the (yn)
and (Yp) reactions [ the fundamental photonnclear reactions in ^He ]
3 3xs a two-body system and neither H nor He have excited states.
The photodisintegration was first studied by 8-aerttner and Yeater
(1951) who observed the (Yp) and (yn) reactions in a cloud chamber with
a Bremsstrahlung spectrum of E =100 Mev. Benedict and Woodward0 * y max
(1951) studied the high energy protons with scintillation counters at 
an energy of 300 Mev whilst Kikuchi (1932) used nuclear emulsions under 
similar conditions. Fuller (1954) investigated the (Yp) reaction by 
observing the tracks in nuclear emulsions. In this experiment the 
plates were placed inside a target chamber containing helium gas, which
- 16 -
was then irradiated with Y-rays of 40 Mev maximum energy. Reid,
Swinbank, and Atkinson (1956) have also studied the (Yp) reaction 
using a cloud chamber and a Bremsstrahlung spectrum of mum energy 
330 Mev.
The (yn) reaction has been studied at low energies (Ê . = 25 Mev)
by Ferguson et al (1954) and at high energies by de Saussure and 
Osborne (1955) • However considerable doubt has been tlirown on the 
results of the latter paper by the work of Bellamy et al (1957) on the 
elastic photoproduction of 11° mesons in r̂le. All these experiments 
were performed over different ranges of energy, in different experimental 
arrangements, and usually in a way which allowed only one of the 
reactions (a) - (e) to be observed. The results on the angular dis­
tributions and on the energy dependence of the (rp) and (yn) reactions 
cannot therefore be reliably compared*
'This has been remedied recently by the work of Gorbunov and 
Spiridonov (1958)© They investigated the photodisintegration of 
helium with a cloud chamber in a magnetic field of 550C gauss. The 
chamber was irradiated with a Bremsstrahlung spectrum of E = 175 Mevc
This method using cloud chambers is the only method allowing the 
simultaneous observation of all reactions (a) - (e)•
Since the coupling between matter and the electromagnetic field 
is weak, (sr- «1 ), the use of perturbation theory and hence of the<<1)’
detailed balance theorem is justified. Thus the results for the 
.inverse process — radiative capture, can be compared with those for 
the direct process-photodisintegration.
- 17 -
The only inverse reaction to have "been studied is 
p + ^ y + ^He
This has been investigated most fully by Perry and Baane (1955) using 
protons with energies up t© 6 Mev*.
The results on the photodisintegration can be summarised as follows* 
These results are taken mainly from the paper of Gorbunov and Spiridonov* 
The yields of the various possible photonuclear reactions relative 
to the (yp) reaction are given in Table I*
T
Reaction Number of events
Yield 
relative to (yp) ;
^He (yp) 3H
^He (yn) 3Ee
jjHe (ypn) d + 








0.95 + 0.04 |
0.19 + 0*01 
< 0.02
:
Within the experimental accuracy the yields for the (yp) and (yn) 
reactions are the same while the yield of the (yd) reaction does not 
exceed 2% of the yield of the (yp) reaction. This is expected since 
both the (yp) and (yn) reactions are allowed in a dipole transition 
and have practically equal cross-sections (neglecting the slight 
difference in threshold, and the Coulomb barrier).. On the other 
hand the (yd) reaction is forbidden in a dipole transition because 
of the isotopic spin selection rules (26).
- 18 -
M s  is a transition from the state (̂ *He +y ) with T = 0 to
the sta.ie {&+&}, alse with T = 0#.
The cross-section for the (yp) reaction is shewn in Figure X®
«27 2Xt has a Eareimm of the order of 1*8.10 c» at a photon energy of 
*^27 Mev*




is given in Table- XI*








25*0' +1*8 - 35*8 + 2*6 ' 37 * 8 + 2 *8 i|
II
Xt should be noted that the energy interval 40 -170 Mev (i.e. the 
region fear rennred trmm the resonance) contributes a considerable 
fraction ̂-34̂ - to the integrated cross-section*
The integrated cross-section for photon absorption has also 
been found*
170
ini |  6(B) as = 6 ^  (tP> * 6 ^  (r°) + 6 ^  (ypnd)
(y 2p 2m) + 6. . (y 2d)'int '* s_r' ' int 





































The bremsstrahlimg-weighted cross-section was found to he
.no
6 _ M^b = J aE = 2.40 + 0.15 nib.......... (29)
These values are considerably smaller than the values used by Rustgi 
and Levinger (1957) > ^±n-£ = ^ 4  Mev mb. and 6^ = 2*7 mb. However 
these authors used the high energy results of de Saussure and Osborne 
which are now known to be several times too large. This is sufficient 
to explain the difference.
It is known that the ground state of ^He is predominantly a 
state*- In Table III are listed the various possible disintegrations 
of the Q—particle caused by E1, M1, and E2 radiation* Also given are 
the angular distributions in the centre of mass system*
i I Proton 








 ̂S - s I i
©  ©  i  X-rays forbidden j 1 = 0 S = 0 -
i > 4‘s P, E1 1 = 1 o 1
1S — ► 1D0 E2 1 = 2 © 2
w
S = 0 ; sin 9 ) a-( ©
2 2 ^S = 0 sin 9 cos ©j ©
_______ ]..........  ) ®.
1S -fr 5S. M1 1 = 0  ® 1
 ̂S X -rays forbidden 1 = 1  © o ^
V  I El 1 = 1  j © 1
1S -* Ml 1 = 2G 1
%  E2 1 = 2  o 2
S = 1 
S = 1 
S = 1 
S = 1
S = 1 j
—
Isotropic )
I *-* i) P :\ c+ I ) ©2 \ ■ 1 + cos 9 ) >-+> .< CD
5-3 cos2© ) ** !
2 ) S1-3Cosf© )
+ 4cos 9 )
III
20 -
2The angular distributions are found to be predominantly sin © showing 
that the process takes place mainly by E1 absorption, leaving the 
proton and triton in a singlet spin state® The experimental results 
are fitted to the expression
A Esin2© + P sin2©cos & + Y sin2© cos2©] ....(30)
where A, P, Y are given in Table IV®
.. " 1 s
E (Mev) A ! P ! Y!■'f t
21 - 30 7*6 + 0*7
..
: 0*11 * 0.1 3 -0.2 + 0.3
30 - 170 6<>.1 + 0*6 1.03 + 0.16 0.53 + 0.25
2 2As shown in Table III, the term in sin © cos © corresponds to E2
absorption. Hence below 30 Mev, the (yp) reaction proceeds almost
completely by E1 absorption* There occurs a sharp change in the angular
distributions at By *- 30 - 35 Mev® For energies greater than this,
the maximum of the angular distributions has moved forward to an
angle ©f 65 - 70@o This change shows that from ~30 Mev the E2
2absorption sets in and produces the interference term sin © cos ©.
The analysis indicates that the contribution of E2 absorption to 
the (y p) ctross-section in the interval Ey = 30 - 170 Mev, is approx­
imately 1C$.
As the region of the resonance^ ''-27 Mev, is of primary
-  2 1  -
importance in the following calculations, only E1 radiation need be
considered to a first approximation.
3The photodisintegration of He has been studied recently by
Cranberg (1938) using a 22 Mev betatron, with nuclear emulsions as
detectors. Both the (yp) and (YPn) reactions are observed but it is
difficult to separate the data for the two reactions* The cross section
for the two-body break-up can be inferred for photon energies in
—27 2excess of 13 Mev. At 13 Mev it is 1.2 10 cm «, The (yp) cress
section appears to have a maximum for ~9 Mev®.
The inverse reaction D(pf)^He has been studied at low energies
by Fowler, Lauritsen and ToUestrup (1949) and by Griffiths and Warren
(1955)* The former authors studied the reaction with proton energies
up t® 1.5 Mev. The yradiation was found to have predominantly a 
2sin © distribution. The cross-section is given empirically from
0.5 to 1.5 Mev by
6 = 0.74 E0*72 x 10~29 cm2 (E in Mev) ..........(31)
Griffiths and Warren, using protons with energies 0.3 to 2*0
Mev, found similar results. They found the cross-section for 1 Mev
-30 2bombarding energy to be 3*2 + 0.3 • 10 cm . This is considerably 
smaller than the value found by Fowler et. al* The difference lies 
in the normalisation factor, 0.74S the energy dependence is the 
same.
In addition to the above data on photodisintegration and radiative
2 2  -
capture, the root-mean-square (r©m.So) radii R of the lightest nuclei
have recently "been determined accurately by the electron scattering 
experiments ®f Hofstadter (1956) and McAllister (1956) • The r.m.s. 
radii of the proton, deuteron, and a-particle are
It can be shown that R is related to 6̂ , assuming simple symmetry 
properties fbr the nuclear wave function© This will be considered 
in detail later©
T© complete the data on the lightest nuclei the binding energies 
are given below©
5© Electric Dipole Transitions©
The matrix element for an E1 transition in the " long-wavelength"
approximation is given by
S
where & is the atomic number, the sum being over all protons.
In the following the matrix element M ̂  will be studied, where
Rp = 0*78 © 1Cf13 cm© Rp = 1.96 . icf13 cm.
Ra
-131©61 © 10 cmo
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and. is the position vector of the i proton relative to the
centre of mass©
T© evaluate the matrix element (33) "both 0 and 0, must he
Si D
availahleo As very little is known ahout the form of the ground
state wave function 0 and even less ahout the wave functions 0a h
of excited states, explicit assumptions must he made, as to the form
of 0 and 0, * a h
Flowers and Mandl (1951) and Gunn and Irving (1951) have 
evaluated the matrix element in the Bom approximation, and find that
without assuming the existence of an excited state of the a-particle.
element So The results then depend only on the ground state wave 
function 0&o This sum rule method leads to expressions for the 
integrated cross-section for photon absorption*
nuclear reactions that may occur subsequent to electric dipole
they cgn account for the qualitative features of the (Yp) cross-section
However, the method of Levinger and Bethe (1950) can he used, 
summing over all final states 0^ and applying closure to the matrix
(34)
Here 6(E) is the sum of all partial cross-sections for the various
photon absorption:- (yp)> (Yn)> (yY etc.
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Levinger and Bethe (1950) found that for a degenerate Fermi gas 
model of the nucleus
/. sn2 e2t h »  ^
6int = ~m"o" T  (1 + 0°8x) - .....(36)
where 2 is the number of protons, N the number of neutrons and A = N 
+ 2f. %  is the fraction of Major ana exchange force present in the
neutron-proton force* Hence the fraction of exchange force can be
estimated by comparing this result with experiment© The result
is dependant on the nuclear model assumed only through the numerical 
factor 0*8 in (36)*
In the Jbllowing, both these approaches will be considered in
turn*
Shortly after this work was completed, a paper by Levinger and 
Rustgi (1937) appeared in which similar formulae were deduced for the 
integrated cross-section for phibton absorption in ^He©
Before giving details of the calculations, the wave functions to 
be used for the o-particle must be considered*
6. Alpha-Particle Wave Functions©
Simple analytic wave functions for the three and four particle 
nuclei have been used by several authors whilst considering the 
“consistency'' problem of light nuclei* Briefly stated, the consistency 
problem is an attempt to find a phenomenological two-body potential
with suitable parameters, which yields the experimental binding energies
2 3 3 lu-of H, H, He and jEie, the deuteron quadrupole moment, and which is
consistent with the low energy two-body scattering data.
The earliest calculations were carried out using a central
2interaction. This could account for the binding energies of H
and but gave too large a value for the ^He binding energy and also
3for the Coulomb energy of He*. Central forces fail, also, to explain 
the deuteron quadrupole moment*
The next stage was to consider a mixture of central and tensor 
forces* In the "consistency" problem it is usual to consider a 
potential of the form
v(£12) = V 1 + • £2 * Jc r̂.) - YV S J (- )
g o 12 T vr^
©e*o«*e*»o (37)
where r = / r̂  - r^ /, 6̂  , 6^ are the Pauli spin operators and 
is the usual tensor operator
S12 = 5(&1 r). _ ^  .......... (38)
Extensive sets of values for the parameters V , g, Y, n  , 
which satisfy the deuteron binding energy and quadrupole moment, 
have been tabulated by Feshbach and Schwinger (1951) • These authors 
used a Yukawa well
-x
J (x) = Jm (x) = " ' "" ' ©<*«© ooo.*8 (39)C j* X
for both central and tensor forces, but assumed different ranges r^
and r , * t
For the three and four particle nuclei, the spatial wave
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functions considered, have generally been functions of the variable
(41)
p where P is given by
A
2 \ ' /
ij ' ^ 3  -i -j±3=1
^  tJ att«o*«o»* (ifO)
The forms considered so far, are
(i) Gaussian = exp - P^p2
(ii) Exponential ^  = exp - Mf
(iii) Irving ^  = exp - Mp
P
Als© considered have been functions of the variable^given by
A
11 = . L  /£i/  •..........(42)
is jThe form most often used is
(iv) Feshbach = exp - M1! .......ooo (41)
Assuming that central forces predominate the ground state of the 
a-particle is an S-state* In the second approximation, D-states must 
be introduced since the tensor force couples S- and D- states directly 
bat not S- and P- states. Irving (i 953) has considered the effect 
of the tensor force on the a-particle binding energy* He used the 
form (41 (ii) ) for the spatial wave functions. The non-radial parts were 
obtained using the operator formalism introduced by G-er$ouy and 
Schwinger (1942)* Only the principal D-state was considered, but the 
calculations have recently been extended by Abraham et al (i 955) to 
include six
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D— stateso These authors find that only three of these make any 
significant contribution to the binding energy. In both these 
calculations, the standard variational method was used to determine 
the 'values of the parameters ̂  which minimised the energy. Abraham 
et al conclude' that it may be possible to satisfy the consistency 
problem using the potential (37,39) with suitable parameterso
Spatial wave functions of the Feshbach type ( 41 iv ) have been 
used successfully in calculations on the binding energy of the triton 
by Pease and Feshbach (1951)(1932). In fact, Irving (1953) finds that 
this form gives better results for the triton than the Exponential form 
(41 ii). However, for the a-particle, the only calculation using the 
Feshbach form is that of Frohlich et al (1947)* Their calculations 
using central forces had to be carried out numerically and were 
extremely tedious# Owing to this mathematical complexity, no further 
use has been made of this form of wave function for the a-particle.
At this point another calculation on the binding energy of ^He 
must be mentioned. Clark (1954) using a method introduced by 
Morpurgo (1932), has considered the ground state as an admixture 
of an S- state and two D- states, using the same formalism as Irving, 
Clark introduced a function/  (p) with no adjustable parameters, 
the form of the function‘d itself being variable. He found that*/ must 
satisfy a second order differential equation of the one-dimensional 
Schroedinger type. He solved this equation approximately to give 
an analytic form for the wave functiono This wave function gave a
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binding energy of 29*6 Mev which is slightly greater than the 
experimental one (28.2 Mev).
In all these calculations, only spatially symmetric wave functions 
have been used* This is justified since it is known that the ground 
states of the three and four particle nuclei consist largely of 
antisymmetric spin states* For example, Brown (1939) in a 
variational calculation obtained a l$o admixture of symmetric spin 
function in the case of For this percentage would not be
expected to be greater and it is probably less*
The wave functions discussed above will be used in various 
calculations on the photodisintegration of the a-particle* Since the 
theory of photodisintegration is reasonably well understood, this 
will serve to test the adequacy of the various wave functions and 
hence of the internucleon potentials which were used to derive them*
7* Previous and Present Calculations*
Experiment has shown that photon absorption by the a-particle is 
dominantly electric dipole with a small admixture of electric quad- 
rupole, as was expected from general multipole radiation theory.
This is borne out by the explicit calculations of Flowers and 
Mandl (1951)* These authors find that the E1 cross section is about 
one hundred times the E2 cross section in the region of the experimental 
resonance* Also they found that M2 transitions take place only 
through states with antisymmetric spatial wave functions and hence 
their probability is negligible«>
-  29
In previous calculations of the matrix elements, the central 
force approximation has been used* Flowers and Mandl used Gaussian 
type wave functions whilst Gunn and Irving (1951) used those of the 
Gaussian and Irving types* Both of these calculations used the 
Bora approximation i.e. the emitted nucleon is described by a plane 
wave* This approximation will be justified in the following* The 
calculations are extended to include the Exponential type wave function 
and also to take the effect of the tensor force into account*
The sum rule method had been applied to the a-particle .using 
the wave functions discussed in the last section «s), notably those 
of Abraham et. al* and of Clark* These calculations are conpared 
with the work of Levinger and Rustgi (1957) who used the Exponential 
form with parameters due to Irving (1953) <>
In addition to the above calculations, tne photodisintegration 
of Êie has been considered by Gamba (1951* 1952) using a group 
theoretical approach* The photodisintegration of the three body 
nuclei has been studied by Verde (1950) using the symmetry properties 
of the nuclear wave function. However, these authors consider only 
central forces and it is difficult to extend their calculations to 
include the effect of the tensor force* It is unlikely that further 





1 * Electric Dipele Transition Operator*
It is seen from (l*33) that the electric dipole transition 
operator (allowing for the recoil of the centre of mass) is given
by __
^  “ E  .........
pwhere the sum is over all protons.
The centre of mass coordinates of the nucleons, protons and
neutrons respectively are defined by
A ■ * N
-A = A ^  = 3 ^Lj ~p = N 2-j^1
1 — 1 P=1 2)
where 8 is the number of protons in the nucleus, N the number of 
neutrons and A = N + 8, the atomic massnumltr 
Then the E1 transition operator is
^  e e "*e ^P P n
(o o * # o o o » « *  \  « ✓  /
- - SB (R ^  R“ A ^ p  —Pr A
o**oo»»o** (̂4-)
where R ^  = R^ - R^, the coordinate of the centre of mass of the 
protons relative to the centre of mass of the neutrons*
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Written in the form (3), is the sum of single particle 
operators and connects wave functions differing at most by the state
of one particle* The protons have effective charge ~ J and the
( 0 \
A y *
The individual particle model for the nuclear photoeffect has 
been developed particularly by Wilkinson (1956) and Rand (1957)° An 
individual nucleon in the nucleus absorbs the incoming photon, and, 
for an E1 transition, is excited to the next shell of opposite 
parity* Since, for reasonable shell model potentials, all possible 
transitions have approximately the same energy, there should be a 
peak in the absorption cross section at this energy* The finite 
width of the peak arises partly because of the slight spread in single 
particle absorption energies and partly because the single particle 
states decay by inelastic collisions in the nucleus (cloudy crystal 
ball effect)*
Written in the form (4)j is expressed in terms of a collective
coordinate R ,T* This has led to the collective model of G-oldhaber and -*pN
Teller (1948) and ©f various other authors, for photon absorption*
The width of the giant resonance reflects the damping of the collective 
mode due to viscous effects arising from the relative motion of the 
proton and neutron Clouds1*
It seems probable that the wave function of the state reached in 
the dipole photoeffect should be thought of as a mixture of shell 
model and collective model wave functions* This subject has been
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studied very recently by Levinger (1958) *
The following calculations have the merit of being model-independent 
since the final state does not occur explicitly in the results*
It is convenient, however, to use the £>rm (4) for and to 
introduce the general coordinate system (1) of Appendix A*
2a Sum Rules* General Formalism*
The electric dipole transition matrix element M ̂  of (la33) is
given by
■» r mM , = -7-ab A
for a transition between the ground state / and the final state /v oSi D
d T  implies integration over all position coordinates and summation 
over all spin coordinatese
In the following the sum over all final states 7^ will be
I
taken and using the closure relation for two operators A , B 
<a | A | b > < b | B | a > = < a | AB I a >
ooo»ooooo* (6)
it is seen that the results will depend only on the wave function assumed 
for the ground state* Here ^  implies a sum over the discrete levels 
and integration over the continuum, and
<al A.lb > s i  A /b a T
The oscillator strength for the above transition is defined as
- 33 ~
D 2 m.
Oat = £"2 (Eĵ  - E&) I KatI .... . (7)
The cross section for the electric dipole absorption of a photon of 
energy E = - E^ is proportional to the oscillator strength
6 2 n2 e2̂ab = me2 -  S'ab   ^
The method of Levinger and Bethe (1950) will be followed in 
evaluating the various moments of the summed oscillator strength
y  u  (e* *” E ) o*»ooooo»o (9)8.
j ES 6(E)dE = £  f *  ( \  - Ea)
These moments correspond to
"2 A  h  f c  - v (10)
Of greatest interest are (a) the integrated cross section 
6. . = j 6(E) dE , S = 0J .......... )lOa)
and (b) the bremsstrahlung - weighted cross section
& = I aE , s = -1
^  J E    (10b)
The Schroedinger equations for and ̂  are
( T + V - E ) ^  * 0v a /a
^  • • • o * o » » « o ( " 1 'l)
(T + V - Eh) /b = 6
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where T is the kinetic energy operator
2 A~
1 = * 3  ^  vi2 .......... (12)
i=1
and V the potential energy operator
A
y = ^  (13)
''ijrf 
i<J *From the equations (11) for/ and /, it is readily seen that
(Sb - (V )g/a
~f a(RpN)g (T+V)̂ j “/ b (RpN)S (T+V)/
Hence
(=b ' \ )Mab = f  / [ t a< V »  ̂  V *  ^  * j dT
N&+ f  J [/‘M  V *>* “̂ b* V s  T^ a  j d T
= T  j IT + M ........... .......
The integral involving the kinetic energy, 1^, and that involving 
the potential energy Iy will he considered separately.
X2 = j I ^a^RpN^gT ^b ~?b ^plP& T ?*a J
OO.CO..O®a ("1 3)
It is shown in Appendix A that 
m „ fl2 V 2
2m /. 1 i
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X'i'
I'M
( — ■V + ~ V + \ V*" + \ (i-V V  ̂’
L ha 1154 V  L  1 pi .h 1 Hi j
1=1 P 1=1 :n
By integrating by parts, it is easily shown that
I +a < V *  1  4 X aT = /  V  V *  ’u W *n *n "O ii'A-AJ~lp ~ln
lienee the kinetic energy integral is
h  “ ~ ~  N2 /'^ b dR "4 dT  ........pn3
The potential energy integral Iy is given by
b  = j [ 4  V s  V ̂  4  b" V *  ^  a ] dT
• • (17)
It should he noticed here that Iy is zero if the potential V com: 
with R * Hence contributions are to he expected only from space 
exchange forces and from velocity dependent forces0 Spin exchange 
forces do not contribute. A general two-body potential of the exchan; 
type containing both central and tensor forces will be chosen. Velse: 
dependent forces such as the spin orbit force, will not be considered. 
The two-body potential can be written as (Blatt and v/eisskopf p 138)
V (ij) = (w+m M. . + bB. . + hM. . B. .) V (ij) + (w^+m II. ,)s. .V(ig) v ij ij ij V  ?.j iA
*0 ( 1O "\  ̂J
where w, m, b, h, w', m' are constants#
M̂ .. is the Majorana space exchange operator.
B. . is the Bartlett spin exchange operator, 
is the usual tensor operator*
3 • &  <5 (£. • £±1)S =  !-i*! a ii. _ (6. „ 6.)
r 2 ~”‘Li D
and Vc (ij) and V^(ij) are the radial forms of the central and tensor 
potentials respectively#
1 1Now since commutes w, m, b, "h, w , m , j* an<i
V(ij) (̂ pî )̂  “ (Rp|̂ )g v(il)
« ^(m * h B. .) Vgij) + m1 S13 VT(lj) ] [ M± .(RpK)g _ (R^  M. . j
From the form of Kp^ (4)> it is seen that if i and j both denote
protons or both neutrons, then 1L ̂ and (R^)^ commute©
Hence
^jv(ij) (Rp^)g ** (RplPg
£  [(m + b V  Ve(pn) + ̂  Spn V pn)j [ V V *  - (R N)g V  j
p,n p
where the sum is over all neutron-proton pairso
In a potential of the form (18), only the space exchange terms
i.e. the Magorana and the Heisenberg terms contribute. Now,
Mpn (RpNpg “ R̂pN^S Mpn = ~ M, r̂p " Tr)z Mpn (19)
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ypn Mpn d^  ,, c....... (20)
where IS = (r - r )„ pn \ p  n'&
Therefore, gathering the results together gives
Mab = T  / ^ b X (RplP& ^a ■*♦•••••••• (5)
and
f
^  ~ Eâ  Mab = A j^T + "SfJ    (
I V  h  + a dT - / V  ) *  (pn) S M f dT J b nN a J b Z_j pn pn atL I *4 x d m , ~ w
* » ■  ■ pr , v(21)oo©oo«o*oo
where
tf(pn) = (m + h B ) V (pn) + m1 S V (pn)\ pn/ c / pn tji\r /
O . o o . * o * . o  ( 2 2 )
= TJc(pn) + 't̂ (pn) *«ro.o«o... (23)
The sum rules are obtained from (5) and (21) by summing over all 
final states 4* and applying the closure relation (6)*
2 
ab'o) 2 , / (v * * >  ■ 9  l hp D
2rnfm\2 a  x  , 2  J , , r
= £2 ^  J a V i  +a d T
} 2 (f)2i V V 2 +a d^
   (22.)
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f  ab = J  ^  ( = b - = a) |BJ
2m
= ?  4  (Eb “ Ea) h f e a b
it- xs more coBveoxen.t. to rewrite this in the symmetric form
‘ ab *  £  £ , [  «ba [ ( *b  -  »a> “ ab1 “  [  <*a '  W  \bj
V
in KB ti I i l l ,  % a  d /_ % i" t2 A L“ “ j ‘ 1‘V *  as* “ as V » J  +*fi th
- j  +.* )«*») V  [(V>8 V  - W » ]  +a ̂
= ¥  I + *+ dT. IB 5L / | X . 0(m)gA J a a A | . 2 j  ‘a 7 r (E L,M j + dT x pr/s> pnj ' a
where the sqpare brackets denote the cosaautator, and finally, by 
u s i n g  ( l 9 ) *
7 , I *  = f - J j V  +a d T    (25)
f&is is the most syiametrical form for j | However for explicit 
cs&lculatio®, it is canvexdeiBt to sisolify this form further.
By the Basjli EzK^usion IxiiifeipOLe, the wave function is antisyranetrie 
under fee eaocfaarge of space and spin, coordinates of any pair- of like 
n s i s t i i e  S:Oei c,oc'ox*xt isg in fee second tern of (25; may be 
re-feced to a single terr by interchangiiig fee proton p with the proton P 
isay) 'S»fe interchaEDgiiEg, fee neutron n wife fee Neutron !!♦ Hence
I  a b = f  - f 2 ® 8 ; i XrjS) ^ % 7+a a r  ......... (26>
It is of interest at this point to compare the result (25) for 
the electric dipole oscillator sum with that of previous authors*
The form (25) is the same as Equation (LB11) of Levinger and Bethe
natural form* Also (25) is exact whereas, in deriving (LB11), the 
assumption of similar proton and neutron wave functions, was used to
is seen to he unnecessaiy*
Sachs and Austera (1951) have derived general sum rules for 
electric imiltipole radiation from the requirements of gauge invariance*. 
They found
where is the electric 2J"~ pole operator and H is the Hamiltonian* 
This result can be derived from the Schroedinger equation by the 
method used above without explicitly using the requirements of gauge
were used by Sachs and Austern to show that is independent of the 
form of the interaction*
Levinger and Bethe considered only Majorana exchange forces* 
This has been extended in the above derivation to include a general 
exchange mixture and also tensor forces* This extension has also 
been made by Levinger and Rustgi (1957) in a paper which appeared 
after this work had been completed* However, there are some errors 
in their paper* These will be discussed later*
(1950) but the centre of mass motion has been introduced in a more
remove correlation terms (Levinger 1956)* This approximation procedure
1
(27)
invariance* (See Appendix B)* The properties of gauge invariance
— 2f0 *“
The inclusion of spin orbit forces (neglected above) and other 
velocity dependent forces, has been considered by Frankel (1955) and 
by Levinger, Austem, and Morrison (1957)*
If the Hamiltonian in (27) is written as H = T + V, the kinetic 
term involves the momenta of all the particles quadratically and leads 
to the usual Thomas - Reiche - Kuhn result for electrons*
For a nuclear system, in which the Hamiltonian contains the 
coordinates and momenta of N neutrons and % protons but those of no 
other particles (such as mesons), the kinetic term leads to a contribution
-P and (27) reduces to
1
(28)
The second term depends on the potential energy operator and (28) 
is equivalent to (25)o
5« Root Mean Square Radius o - Definition*
The root - mean - square (r.m. s.) radius of a nucleus will now 
be defined*




and of the charge distribution as
3
where 4' is the ground state wave function. 
It is readily shown that
,2R
A'“ T2 1 Pa ^ .....2where ^ is defined as in Appendix (A«3)»
A
= ) “ij *«».o.oo.. (32)
ijM 
i<j
The most accurate measurements of the mean square radius of 
the charge distribution are those obtained by high energy electron 
scattering (Hofstadter 1956)° However, care must be exercised in 
comparing the experimental results with the above definitions 
since the experiments have shown that the proton has a finite charge 
distribution R^ = 0*77 10 ^cm. The above definition (30) holds
only for a proton with a point charge. Following the treatment of Foldy 
(1957) and others, the correction for the finite charge distribution 
of the proton is made by using
R^ (exp) = R^ (theor) + ^p a..*..***. (33)
where Rc (exp) and Rq (theor) are the experimental and theoretical 
values respectively.
The bremsstrahlung - weighted cross-section is given by (10b) 
and (24)
6b = ^ 4 / ^  ) J j  (®b - V
-  4 2  -
= i i  i. («if < E 2 >3 h e  J  V  oo ^4;
It will now be shown that 6, is closely related to R and R *b u m e
From the definition (4) of R >TpH
>on = < h  V  r 2 + h  S  r 2 + h. \ r r , + \  ) r r 1*pH e0 “ / , P [ J n T r  A  p V  j,2 / ‘n V
n p r v  n1
\ r rL pnpn
Now, by the Pauli Exclusion Principle2 the wave function is antisymmetric
under the exchange of the space and spin coordinates of any pair of
2like nucleons* Since R ^ does not involve the spin operators, it is
2 2 seen that <r > has the same value a* for all protons, <r > has the p p * * n
same value a. for all neutrons, <r r 1> has the same value $ for N P P PP
all distinct pairs of protons, <r rn1> has the same value for all
distinct pairs of neutrons, and <r r > has the same value 6 ,T for all* p n pN
neutron proton pairs* Hence
< R ^ >  = — a + — a +  ̂p + £ -2(3pH ©o 3 p N N a pp + N PM  pH
(35)
Similarly it can be shown that
2E - - { n_ 2  + * l a + £ a - pL 1 A A2j p A2 H a2 pp
a 2H^ 0
+ a2 Pm  " a2 pN................... . (36)
and
e2 _ » .(A ,-m l a + J llA - Z - L l a .  °  ( °  -  A ). (J +m "" 2 p 2 N 2 ppA A A
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The formulae (35) (36) (37) are exact*
For the lightest nuclei, they may he simplified further hy the 
use of the symmetry properties of the nuclear wave function̂ .
(1) If the ground state wave function is symmetric under the 
interchange of all protons with all neutrons, then for a self-con jugate 
nucleus
N = g = £  ; a. = a = a • 0 = a ^ • p = Y2 9 p N PP MI pN
e « * • o * • • • (38)
It is shown easily that
i 2 = P -^4 -r = R 2c A 2 S .2 mA
3̂9)
(2) If the ground state wave function is completely symmetric 
in the space coordinates of all nucleons, then
a. = a = a ■ p = 0 =8 = 8 .......... (40)p N ' pp pN NN v
giving
< r 2 > = A. (a - p)    (41)pN ©o 1  \ ' J
R 2 = R 2 = (** - P)  * (42)c m A
Hence
W? 2
This relation has also been derived "by Foldy (i 957) and his notation 
has "been used here.
The justification of the assumption (40) will "be considered 
explicitly in the case of the a.-particle, but first wave functions 
for the cl-particle must be introduced*
4* Alpha-Particle Wave Functions*
As discussed in (l$6o), the wave functions used by previous 
authors for the cl-particle have generally been functions of P where 
p is given by
13=1
i<j
For convenience the coordinate system (A7) will be used
a = l 2 " *  I = ^4 " b
(45)
R = i (r3 + r^) - i + r2)
?4 = i + r2 + r3 + r4)
where 1,2 denote neutrons and 3,4 protons*
The calculations of Abraham et al (1933) on the binding energy 
of the ct-particle were performed by considering the ground state as 
a mixture of an S- state and six D-states* These authors found 
that only three of these D-states gave any significant contribution 
to the binding energy and hence only these three D-states will be 
considered here*
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The a,-particle wave function is taken t© be of the form
h  = as +s + a1 h  + a2+2 + *3+3
where
h  = Ns ^   ̂s > b  = N2 ^2 ^
oo»o»»**c« (4^a)
t, *1^ ^  (p) | d1> +3 * n3 ^  (p) |a3 >
and the spin-angle functions are obtained by the operator method 
introduced by Gerjuey and Schwinger (1942)*
|s > = i ja(l) 0(2) - 0(1) a(2)J ̂  a(3) 0(4) - 0(3) a(4)J
l< V  = I h  > z  >
I d2> = (z • &) I > + ( UqR) J ^ o •• o (46b)
I d^> = (u2 + y2) I u , y >
with
I a , £> = |̂ 3(6̂ a) (6yb) + 3(6^) (6̂ . a) - 2 (a.b) (£p6^)J I s >
(47)
It should be noted that +2* +3 are not orthogonal but it is 
simpler to deal with them in the above form than to attempt to 
construct orthogonal wave functions.
The s-state is completely symmetric under the interchange of the
- 46 —
space coordinates of all nucleons but the D-states are only 
symmetric under the interchange of all protons with all neutrons, i. 
in the notation ©f$3«
s - state a = a • p = £ = (3p N ' pp NN pN
oooo*..... (43a)
D - state a = ,=? j3.__p N * *]pp NET • pN
•«*•••••o* (48b)
This type of wave function has been used in other calculations 
on the a-particle binding energyo Irving (i 953) considered the 
s - state plus the principal D-state 4'̂ , whilst Clark (1954) 
used the s-state plus two D-states 4^ and
In the following, the spin matrix elements have been evaluated 
by the method introduced by Irving (1953)*




f “p16 *2 (p) dp
J©
and
2 2 2 2 2 
+ a d T  = as + a1 + a2 + a3 + 2a1a2 <+1 l + 2> + 2 a2a3 X
<+2 I +3>
■where
+ 2 âa.̂ J — "1 •••••••••• (5”!}
4 <C
1+ 2s" = NiN2 13*11.7.3.2? J p ^ ̂  1 ^  ^2 ^  ^o
^4
<h I +3> = n2n 13'U '7'32'22 ' f 16 *2 (P) ^ 3 (P) ap
< + 3 I V  = n ̂  “ P1 4 *3 (P) (P) ap
• ©
........  (52)
5* Bremsstrahlung - Weighted Gross Section«
For the a--particle A = 2N = 2S = 4 and hence from (34)
=  ^ T "  ( l w )  r 2  > « o    ^
■where
= V j  < ' r2' + j> V  = s.1f2P»
i»d
......... (54)
The various matrix elements are readily evaluated to give:-
1 r2 1 + s > = p 10 (p) *
<+ | E2 I +. > = 0 = < |  | H2 | -f > i = 1,2,3.S X I S
^ 1  1 r2 I V  = w T77.23^ p 1 4 ^ 12 <p ) *
7 N ^ «c
< + 2 ! R2 t i2 > = 2 c I P 1 8 * 2 2 (P) a p
17.15.13.11.3.2 •
ocoo*»«*o» (55)
N ^ rî  «r
<+3 I R I +3 > = -17.13.1107,22̂  P ^ 3 (p) ap
n  n n4 /*
^ 1 1 r2 1 h >  = i i f e . 7 . 2 4 r p ^ 1 (p) *2 (p) *
= < + 2 I E2 It, >
5 n n «
<+2 1 lfi2 ! +  3 > = T t ^ T T . 9 . 7 . 2 4  j  P *2 ^  *3  ^  *O
= < + 3 i R2 I +2 >
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4 0 N_N. ,*cc<+ | E I i > =   5 1 / p 16 * (p) * (p) dp
13o11e7 0 .2^Jo ^ 1
^  I E2 1 +3 >
6* Soot Mean Square Radius» Matrix Elements*
Since, for the a-particle wave functions
N = 15 * a = a . 8 = p
7 p N 9 NN pp
from (48), and hence
R 2 = R 2 = R2   (56)c m
the r . m * S o  radius is given by (31) as
-2 = 1 /1 6 J ia* p 2 h  d-rR
= 1/16 a±â. <4^ | p2 | *K. > ij = S?1,2,3
ij
***••00*0* (37)
The various matrix elements are:-
Q I 2 11̂  r«o ,n 9
Ip I +. * = 7^335 j P *s (p) d Po
<+s I p2 I +i > = <+il P 2 |'t's > = 0  i = 1 , 2 , 3
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n 2 n4 ,<*
41 1 p 1 +1 " = TT73T25 I P 14 V  <p> «P
<+2 I p2 ' h  > “ iiiT5.32,2a f  P 18 (P) ̂
^ 3 1 p 2 1 V  = p18 ^ 2 <p) *
n.k. n 2<-
<+i I P2 I +2 > = i3':ff.7.3.26[ p 16 *1 (p) *2 (p) ^
 ..... (58)
= <+2 Ip2 l+ 1 >
ioL n4
<+2 IP I 4^ > = 13.II.7.3 . 2 P ^2 p̂^ 3  p̂  ̂^
= < + 3 I P2 If 2 >
o , p x  n4 «  .
< + 3 I P I + 1 > = 1 3 .1 1 #703.25 jTP 3̂ ^  1̂ ^  ^
<4̂  I P2 I +3 >
2Comparing 6^ with R it is found that illation (43)
4  ( £ )  ? -  »2 ..........<«>
holds only for the s-state 4'g  ̂as was expected since only for this 
state is relation (40) satisfied i*e*
0 = 0 = 0PP pN HN
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However, as will be shown by explicit calculation in£9> the
inclusion of the various D-states makes little or no- difference to 
2either 6̂  or R « Hence (43) can be used to compare the experimental
2values of 6, and Rm • b
7* Integrated Cross Section*
The integrated cross section 6  ̂^ is given by
6. = iSieii j)  (59)rnt me 4 ^2 J K '
as is seen by using (26) with A = 2N = 23 = 4«
Here I is given by
1 = J +aX U(0) Z132 dT = <+ 1 l! + * *
  (60)
The various matrix elements are:- 
■hg I I I h  > = -5 (m + (?) P10 &  ̂  cos4® sin59 Xc
Vc 39
Here only the central force gives a contribution* In the <4* I I I 4p >
terms only the tensor force contributes*
r*Zi-
4, I 1 I+1 * = (-l)“\ N s "jl Ps ^  ^  P12 69
p ' 2 cos°6 sin5© VT d ©
’'o 4
< 4  I I l+2 > = m  N2Ns -p9 I $ s (P) $2 (P) P d p x
52 -
Xf2 O S S 6 ©  s i n 5 ©  VT (p-̂°s e) [5 S i n 2 ©  -  6 c o s 2 ©  j d©
2f aQC
<+s I 1 I +3 > = ~ 29 I ps ^3 p14 dp
x 2 o o s 6 ©  s i n 5 ®  V T  ( p ^ -0-— )  jl 3 s i n 2 ©  +  6  c o s 2 ©  J d©
The terms <4*. j I | 'j-. > i,j = 1,2,3 must now be considered.
J
These terms only contribute a small fraction of the sum rule since the 
percentage D-state in the a-particle is small and also since the 
integrals occurring are not unduly large* Only the <*f̂  | I | term
has been calculated since it is the most important* Both central and 
tensor forces contribute.
<4^ I 1 I 4 * =  N-j- (m+h) p1 4 012 (p)dp ^ cos4© sin% *
Vc d© sin 4© - ̂  sin2© cos2© + cos4©j
4, I I I t,* = mV,2 1̂,8 I p 14 f,2 (p) ap 5® cos6® *
yT (p '*J d© x  (_7 s i n 2 ©  -  6 c s s 2 ©  J
26. , , 6 and R will now be evaluated for the various wave functions int b
introduced in$A»
8* Intemucleon Potential and Wave Function Parameters.
The internucleon potential is taken to be of the form
-  5 3  -
w i t h
JoW  = JT(x) = ^
Extensive sets ©f parameters which satisfy the cfeuteron binding energy 
and quadrupole moment, have been tabulated by Peshbach and Schwinger (1951). 

















1 1o184 2.757 59«54 0.107 0.110 2.1 1.85 Abraham et al •
2 1.184 2©120 54.53 0.231 0.074 2.7 1.79 Abraham et al.
3 1o184 1.67 46.1 0.54 ■-0.004 Irving
4 1 *184 1.58 42.7 0.69 •-0*044 Clark
5 1.184
I
1o532 39.49 0.836 -0.088 3o9 1.71 Abraham et al.




1 © 66 Abraham et al.
The details of the six wave functions used are as follows:-
(i) Irving.
+ a = (7^ 5 *  t + C + 1 J
• 03 )0s (p) = exp - ap • ^  (p) = exp - pp
with
C = -0.162 2 V T a r = 4*0 2J2  P r = 6.0c c
This gave a binding energy of -24*3 Mev using potential 3.
(ii) Abraham Cohen & Roberts.
i = s, 1,2,3.a
h  + i (64)
with
0S (p) = exp - ap ; ^  (p) = ^  (p) = 0^ (p) = exp - pp
where the parameters â , a, j3, are given in Table VI.
TABLE VI.
Potential x=2«/2arc y=2V2ar  ̂ c as a1 a2 a,P
!Binding
Energy.
1 4.82 6.5 0*9891 -0.1245 0.1086 -0.0513 —460 6
2 4*48 6.5 0.9843 -0.1399 0.1198 -0.0821 -40.3
5 3.8 5.2 0.9710 -0.2325 0.1787 -0.0731 -23.5
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(iii) Clark.
+ a  =  N o  j j  s >  -  M ,  ^ _ 2  I d ^ >  +  Y rT 21' I d 2 > ] n ' 4 4- ( n )
 ....... (65)
where
n 2 = 105 n 2 = il . n 2 s k22 . t, _ E.o 33^ ’ 1 80 ' 2 224 ' 2
^ and P are functions of "H found by minimising the energy and are given
in Figure 1 of Clark1s paper.
^ 1  V  = T  / 0 * 0•'o 1 ,
where x = a B a = 4z/v and $ = f 'f' (B)c
r * 1 + x2 + p2 - xp k2 = j|2
To a first approximation for 0, Clark finds
0  =  (1 +  P e  ^ ) C s i n b ? t  c o s h ” ^Q '
where t = ax . The values of the parameters to give the best fit for 
the binding energy are;-
a = 0.5 p = 4.0 b = 2.557
£ = 1.618 q = 6.0 c = 3.120
This wave function gives a value of -29*59 Mev for the binding energy 
using potential 4*
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9. Numerical Results.
The following matrix elements are tabulated for the Exponential 
type (i.Vf) wave function in Table VII.
(i) <+. | + . > - normalisation.
(ii) <+4 \ K 2 \ \ > — Bremstrahlung Weighted Cross
1  ̂ Section.
(iii) <\. |p | t . > - R.nus. radius,i J




<ij j> <+± |+>I. 3 \ >iI* <+ilp ‘l-f j >
< sj s > n 2 n4 tL s7.5.3.2 (2a) = 1
Ifi j s2! 2 (2a) |
i !< . .  . . . .  s
2s£
23 I2a)2
<s |1,2,3> 0 ! 0 j i0 I!
< 1 H > N12 rf1- Jl2_
n.7.3.2 T^)13= 1
1  ,1,2 2 (20) JliZ3 2 J
1 2 ' (2?)2 j
ACMCMV N22 ^  H
13’."11.9.5J?T2P)17 = 1
21 I 0 
2 (2PT 1Zi232
1 2 (2f3)
AV »32 n 4 lli 
13.11.7.3 T20)17 = 1
2 1 ,2 (2jJ)2 I2a223
1 2(2P) |
<1 |2> K1N2 n 4 , fc*
13.11.7.3.2 T2l)1...  * ^ - -
10 1 , 
3 (2P)
1
is ,1 .22 (2p) ;
<2 b>
k2k, n 4 HiJ O ' -- A “7 5-frn 1 0 17.9 V125 2  x2l3.H.9.7o2t'(2Pj17
: = V W 21
14 (2pr. 36 (2?)
A M>J V
i V i  n 4 l^,- I 7H5 ,i ,2 5 VTo7 1 0 I 
( ■ > ■ ( > )| 13»11*7.3*2 (20) 3
: = ̂ 1 2i
: 3 (2?r
j» — - . . -J
4
The matrix elements for the integrated cross section using the 
Exponential type wave function are as follows
n4 V 12-
<S |l I S > = Ns2 (m + £fa) £-25 (3^)11 1 (XJ 3* 2» 1°)
4  v iH
< s | l h >  =-H1Ns m1 \  I (a; 5,2,12)
i i  1 n̂ 1- —< 8 | l l 2 >  = - 8  ( ^ 1 5
I  || I (8; 5,3,14) -  31 (8; 7,2,14)1 
« 4  v ill 
< s | l b >  -  (H)N3Ns m1 r 2 9 (^ — )15
• • O • O • • (67)
£ s i (8; 7, 2, 14) + 13 X (8; 5, 3, 14) J
j* v 121
<1 11 I i  > c = n, (m + h) ~g (5 7 7 |.)U
X
L f§  i  (y; 3,4,14) - 1 1  (y; 5,3,14) + i(y ;7 ,2 ,i4 )
i i  2 1 n 2*-< l l l h > T = N/n,1 3-28 (̂ 1 5
x I 71 (w; 5,3,14) -  61 (w; 7,2,14)
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■where
1v tx= 7 J X = zjzr ai y = 2jzr q
rt " c c
v r  V? r r _  . Jffc
I ©••••©•o»* (68)
w = 2 </2r p; & = V T  (ar*-£) r
and
. . /"1 -̂P (a _ +̂ N4.X ( Q> 5 p, q9 r) = I ( a + dt© •o«oo**»«o (69)
J ©
This integral is evaluated in Appendix C©
For the Clark wave function, only the <5 | I | S> term has 
teen evaluatedo
< S [ X | S> = 2.3.5.7 Vo (m + ih) (V,)3 f x + 2(x)dx
J ©







l£n+1 1 - e e (x) n x y
••ooo»*o (71)
Using the parameters given in $8, in the above expressions leads to the 
following resultso



















1 2*757 0*68 0.67 0.87 0*87
.....
Exponential
2 2o120 0*79 0.77 1*01 OO* Exponential
3 1*67 0.99 0.99 1*27 1*23 Exponential(Irving)
4 1*58 0*95 - 1.20 - Clark
5 1 *532 1*09 1 *06 1*40 *♦39 Exponential
6 1*379 1*75 1 *66 2 * 24 2*21 Exponential
It is seen that the explicit inclusion of the various D- states does 
not alter either the root mean square radius ot the brernsstrahlung - 
weighted cross section by more than ~  Thus it is valid to use
equation (43) to relate these quantities experimentally even although 
the wave function is not completely symmetric in all nucleons*
For  the ci -particle
p
6^ = 0*1281 Rm (c3jUi> 10 °) (72)
Experimentally
6, = 2*40 + 0*15 mb R =1*41 10“1^cmb — m
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Using (72) and the experimental value for R gives
S  = 2-54 * • (74)
Thus, it is seen that, within the experimental error, the charge 
distribution measured by high energy electron scattering is the same 
charge distribution as gives rise to the electric dipole absorption 
at moderate energies*
However, wave functions which are chosen by a variational calculation 
to give the correct binding energy, give too concentrated a nucleus* They 
are consistent neither with the electron scattering experiments nor 
with the photodisintegration experiments.
The integrated cross section is given by
where only the principal D-state is considered* The matrix elements
int
+ 2 m̂  a a. <S 11 | *]> s 1 1 1
(75)
have been evaluated for the wave functions introduced in$8o The
results are shown in Table IX, for <|l|> *
ti2
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Als© tabulated for the five Exponential type wave functions are
1the constants A, B, C which are related to the coefficients m, m , h 







- ̂  <s|l|l>
r— .......... ;
'-^<1 tr|i>e ,
. . .  i
tl
1 1 2.757 0*8815I -0,3400 0.4358 ! 0.0353
2 2.120 0,8043 -0.4404 0.3988 0.0499
3 i 1.67 0.6698 -0.5607 0.3388 0.0740
j
4 !i 1*58 0.5989 - - -
i
5 ! 1 *532 I’ 0,5677I
-0.6101 0.2891 0.0905
6 | 1 <*379
!
0.4060 —0.624̂ 8 




It will be seen that the <S Ii Is > term is the dominant one since 
its integral is of the same order of magnitude as the other terms and 








A C . A + C
'
c4 a
1f' 0,8678 0.0068 0,0847 0,8746 0.4407
2 0.7883 0.0079 0,1237 0.7962 0.4021
3 0.6527 0.0087 0*1789 O06614 0,3351
5 0.5370 0.0156 0,2813 0.5526 0.2841
.
6 0.3973 0.0201 0.1776 0.4179 0.2190
The values of A, B, C which are consistent with a binding energy of 
28 MeV have been found by interpolation from the values tabulated. 
These values are
A + C = 0,62. iA + C = 0.33. B = 0.26.
co.(76)
Three standard central force exchange mixtures are:-
TABLE XI
I.------- --- w i m b h 6 int < ;
Rosenfeld -0.13 +0.93 +0*46 -0.26 104
• m 9 c • 0 e
O O  O 
>  ✓  «  J
m ,  = ffj 
h1= 0
c c c c « c ® 6
\rn+h = M
Inglis 0 +O08 0,2 0 102,24
A
Berber 0.5 0.5 0 0 O > 1Tu -  m
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The various values for the integrated cross section are given in Column 6, 
using (75)* (76) and the approximation of Column 7 for the tensor 
exchange parameters©
It is seen that the results are not inconsistent with the experi­
mental results of Gorbunov and Spiridonov if a Serber exchange force 
is assumed©
6^^. (exp) = 88 + 7 Mev. mb.
 ....... (77)
6.^+ (theor) - = 86.4 Mev. nib.
It seems probable that this agreement is fortuitous as it has already 
been seen that the wave functions used here give a serious discrepancy
between theory and experiment in the case of the r*m.s. radius.
Bransden et al (1956) in a calculation on the elastic scattering
3of neutrons by tritons and He, find that a Serber exchange mixture 
gives good agreement with experiment. This would imply that the Serber 
exchange mixture is a good approximation in the four-body problem©
Assuming that the Serber force is a good approximation then it is 
seen that the constants A, B, C must be relatively insensitive to the 
form of the wave function and of the potential.
The results obtained here should be compared with those of 
Levinger and Rustgi in a paper which appeared after this work had been 
completed. These authors used a potential of the form 
V(ij) = (w+m Mid + b Bij + h Mid Bid) (id)
S i n c e
Bij Sij = Si j Bij = Sij 
the tenser force may he written
[(w11 + b11) + (m11+ &11) Mij] x VT(ij) Sij
and therefore [ cf (18)]
/ 11 ,11n 1 11 .11 1^w + h ; s w , m + h  53 m
Levinger and Mustgi find, for the integrated cross section (LR. 27)
r 11 11£>int = 60 1 +0*671 0(m-»4h) + 0.l8l5(m + ) + 0»0240(rrH-J-h)
- 0*0001 (m-î -gĥ  ) j
They used potential No. 3 and Irvings wave function (63)* It will he
1 1seen that the parameters m, m , h, h occur in (79) in a different 
manner than found previously in (75)* This is due to the fact that the 
relation (LR 19)*
ji X EM + dT = j / | X M +  & T  (80)/ ©  © j o  o
started to he generally true for even-even nuclei, hy Levinger 
and Rustgi, is valid only for the S-states* It does not apply for 
the D-states ©r for the tensor force*
Ap&rt from one or two small numerical differences, the results of
Levinger and Rustgi are in agreement with those calculated here*
2It should he noted here that the results obtained for R , 6, ,b
and 6^^ using the Clark wave function are in close agreement with those 
using the Exponential wave functions of Abraham etal*
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The Clark wave function gives a slightly larger binding energy for 
the same potential, and gives a correspondingly more concentrated nucleus* 
However it has been shown by explicit comparison of the Clark wave function 
with the Exponential wave function giving the same binding energy, that 
the two wave functions are very similar in form and magnitude and have 
the same asymptotic form. This is a confirmation that the Exponential 
wave function has a reasonable asymptotic form, since the method used 
in deriving the Clark wave function ensures that it has the correct 
asymptotic form.
Since these wave functions are so similar and since the Exponential 
form is more readily dealt with in calculations, it will be sufficient 
in future work to consider only Exponential wave functions,
10. Conclusions*
The results of this chapter may he summarised as follows.
For all wavefonctions which were derived to fit the ^He binding energy, 
it is found that they give a very concentrated nucleus with an r.m.s. 
radius about two thirds of that observed experimentally. Also, using 
these wavefunctions gives a very low value for the bremsstrahlung - 
weighted cross section.
It has been shown that the r.m.s. radius and 6^ are closely related 
to one another and that the experimental results are in good agreement 
with one another. Thus the discrepancy must occur in the choice of wave 
function. It is necessary to have a wave function which gives the 
same binding energy but with a larger rrns radius,
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As has been seen, the integrated cross section depends on the 
exchange force used, as well as on the wave function. As the wave 
functions considered are not completely reliable, it is unlikely that 
much information concerning the exchange nature of the force can be 
obtained at the present stage. However if the results are relatively 
insensitive to the nuclear wave function (as seems likely), it will be 
seen that the results are consistent with a Serber exchange mixture*
This is in agreement with the work of Bransden et al (1956) who find 
that the Serber exchange force gives good agreement with experiment 
for the four-body problem.
Before preceding to investigate: this discrepancy between experimental, 
and theoretical results, it will be of interest to approach the problem 
from a different angle, by the direct evaluation of the matrix elements 
for the (Yp) reaction*
to gipfif tfo ms-- 
jlnu ino u&r.ur forces# t m  ra fouX af'o  p
o - i . f  i . / r  c r h i . ? : - - o e f  &  m f i o ; o a ; a i  a s  f i y b e r
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CHAPTER III
Direct Evaluation of the Matrix Element M , *ab
1o Introduction*
In the preceding chapter, the closure relation (11*6) was applied 
s© as t© eliminate the final state wave functions from the matrix 
elements* In this chapter, assumptions will be made as to the nature 
of the final state and the matrix elements will be explicitly 
evaluated*
This approach has been considered previously by Flowers and Mandl 
(1951) and by G-unn and Irving (1950* These authors were able to 
account for the qualitative features of the observed cross section 
without assuming the existence of an excited state of ^He* They 
described the ejected proton by a plane wave i.e. the Born approximation* 
Gunn and Irving used simple analytic wave functions for and ^He of 
the Gaussian and Irving forms* They found that if the parameters 
and were determined variationally to give the best and ^He 
binding energies using central forces, the calculated (Yp) cross 
section exhibited a maximum at an energy much higher than that 
observed*
In the following sections the effect of the final state interaction 
is considered*
Gunn and Irving have suggested that better agreement with 
experiment would be obtained by using wave functions derived in a
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variational calculation with a mixture of central and tensor forces# 
This is also considered in the following sections,
2# Photodisintegration Cross Section.
The probability of emission of an electric raultipole quantum w 
of order 1, m is from (l#15)
.......... (1)
wwhere K = — the wave number of the photon#
The total cross section for the radiative capture ©f a preton 
by a nucleus is
^GAP * v ^ «•#••••*•• (2)
whene v is the relative velocity
v (?)V  — . ooo*o*o*oo /
w
with ti k the momentum and M the reduced mass ©f the proton#
The cross section for the photodisintegration h then found by 
applying the detailed balance theorem for inverse reactions# This 
gives for the total cross section
k2(l,m) - ^  6CAp (l,m)
2
— _ T ( 1 ,m) O.O..OOOCO (4)
K2 V
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Hence the electric dipole cross section is
6dis = 3 (1 $ “  1 L K  ^ d T  |2
k=1 . . . . . . . . . .  (5)
If the initial photon beam is unpolarised, the cross section must be 
multiplied by the statistical weight (■§■) before comparison with experiment* 
Hence
= f ( ^ - ) kK 1 Ma J 2  ......   (6)
where
a
Mab = I ^b &i ^a d T  .0 (7)
i=i
Por the reaction
*̂He + Y ^H + p
the E1 cross section is given by (6), (7) with S = 2 and the reduced
mass M = where m is the nucleon mass*
By the conservation of energy
= v Et
where Ea ,E^ are the binding energies of the a-particle and triton
respectively, and E is the energy of the proton in the centre ofP
mass system*
+2 p






Assuming for the moment central forces, the ground state of the 
1a-particle is a S state* Only the spatially symmetric part of the ©
wave function will be considered since it is known that the ground 
states of the three and four particle nuclei consist largely of 
antisymmetric spin states*
The initial ct-particle wave function may then be written (using 
the convention that 1,2 denote protons, 3,4 neutrons)
The bar denotes symmetry with respect to the interchange of the pair 
©f particles* The singlet spdai function 6 (12, 34) is




where a, p are the usual spin eigenfunctions*
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The final state, proton plus triton, may be represented by a 
resonating group wave function (Wheeler 1937)•
9>b = *T (2, 3 4) I'd) 6e (12, 34)
(12)
where is the Heisenberg exchange operator and P (1) describes the 
motion of the proton relative to the triton.
and 0^ are the symmetric spatial wave functions for ̂ He and
3H respectively#
Hence
Mab = j ^ J  [(1-P12) (2, 34) F(1) 6e (1234) + B2)
X [  (12* 34) 6o d 2  34) ]  a T
= V2 I ( 2 , ~ )  F(1) (^ + »2) (12 34) a T  12^
...0.OO. (13)
where j d^T^g^ is the integral over space coordinates only® 
Introducing the coordinate system (6) of Appendix A
i± = " L y  1 = f2 “ 2 (£3 + r = ^  - i (rj + r2 + r̂ )
• ij-)
gives
Mat = i J ^  (X , u) ^a(r,X,u) F (r) ĵ rg + | Xg Jdr dX du
«.«..#oo.o (15)
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It should be noted that F(1) is now a function of r only*. In the Bom 
approximation, the ejected proton is represented by a plane wave
F(1) = F(r) = exp i k « r . (16)
As and 0̂ , represent S-states, the proton is ejected into a 
P-state s© that
3o Interaction in the Final State*
In a calculation on the elastic scattering of neutrons by 
tritons, Bransden Robertson and Swan (1956) have used the resonating 
group method to derive integro-differential equations, for which 
accurate numerical solutions were obtained with the aid of an electronic 
computer. This work has recently been extended by Bransden and Robertson 
(1958) to proton triton scattering.
For the (p + t) state these authors used
F(r) = ^  (r) P) (cos S) (17)
and. Jr ̂ (r) ~  sin (kr - £ n - «< log (2kr) +$) (18)
and
%  (12 34) = p. (1-P12) (2' ^  F 6o (1234>
as (12) above# (19)
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F(1) was then expanded as a sum of partial waves
* r> = L r’1 ^  n ^  ĈOS ^  (20)
n
The (r) were obtained numerically subject to the boundary conditions, 
in
Sinc^/the photodisintegration, the proton is ejected in a P-state, 
only the function ^  (r) is required in calculating the matrix element* 
^  (r) has been found over a range of proton energies up to 40 Mev» 
Bransden et al used a two body interaction of the form
V(ij) = (w + m Mi j + bBij + & Mij Bij) V (ij) + tij V (ij)o
(21)
where V is the Coulomb interaction and t. . = 1 if both i, j denote c ij ,v*
protons, but is zero otherwise, w,m,b,h are constants such that
m + w  + b + h = 1 ra + w -  b -  h « x
where x is the ratio of singlet and triplet interactions between 
neutron and proton in an even state*
Two particular cases of this potential were investigated namely
(i) Symmetrical exchange force 
m = 2b = J (1 «*3x)
oo»oo+ec
h = 2w = -g- (1 - 3x)
(22a)
(ii) Serber exchange force
m = w = i (1 + x) 
h = b = i (1 - x)
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The triplet even two body interaction was chosen of the G-aussian form 
with parameters consistent with an a-particle binding energy of 27 Mev 
and also consistent with the deuteron binding energy*
2V(r) = VQ exp — Xr (23)
V = -45 Mev X = 0.267.1026 cm"2 x = 0.6
2The triten is represented by a Gaussian wave function with = 0.0713
,n26 -2 10 cm .
3 3Comparison of the calculated n - H and n - He scattering cross 
sections with experiment suggests that (23) is a reasonable equivalent 
central potential for the four body system, when a Serber exchange 
factor is usedo
For consistency, the initial ^He ground state wave function was 
also taken to be of the Gaussian form (l.4l) and the constant Pa chosen 
so that the maximum of the photodisintegration cross section for a
plane wave final state occurs at ^7 Mev above threshold to agree with
2 26 -2 experiment. This gives Pa = 0.021.10 cm a value which leads to a
-13very large root-mean-square radius R =  2.5*10 cm for the & -particle.
Using these parameters, the (Yp) cross section was evaluated 
in the following three cases.
(i) Born approximation. Plane wave final stateo
(ii) Using the numerical wave function ̂ (r) determined with a 
Serber two body interaction.
(iii) Using the numerical wave function ̂ (r) determined with a 
symmetrical two body interaction.
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These cross sections are compared in Figure II.
It is seen that the interaction between proton and triton in 
the final state alters the detailed shape of the (yp) cross section 
but that the position of the maximum is not altered significantly.
For the Serber potential, which is consistent with the n - t scattering 
data, the maximum is quite close to that given by the plane wave final 
state, whilst the use of the symmetrical interaction gives a maximum 
at gn energy about 2 Mev higher.
If p is altered to the value that gives the best ^He bindingQ»
energy for the potential (23)9
p a 2 = 0.0789 1026 cm"2 £ = 26.7 Mev.K
then the position of the (yp) maximum cross section is much higher
( ~30 Mev above threshold)*
Gunn and Irving found that in the Bora approximation, the (yp)
cross section exhibited a maximum at an energy 20 - 30 Mev above
threshold, much higher than that observed ~7 Mev. To obtain the
maximum at the correct energy, the size of the S e  nucleus had to be
increased considerably. This is in agreement with the very large
value of the r.m.s radius required in the above calculation to give
the maximum at 7 Mev.
A resonating group ground state wave function of the form (12)
for ^He has also been investigated. This wave function gives a binding
energy as good as the Gaussian function ((• =26 Mevj but has a. muchoc














































better asymptotic form. However, in this case, the maximum cross 
section occurs at an energy which is still to© high ( -̂ 20 Mev above 
threshold) for both plane wave and interacting final states*.
Since the introduction of the effect of the final state 
interaction alters the position of the maximum only slightly, it 
must be concluded that this interaction is not responsible for the 
discrepancy between the calculated and experimental (Yp) cross section. 
This is, in effect a discrepancy between wave functions for the a-particle 
■that are consistent with the binding energy and those that are consistent 
with the (Yp) cross section.
In investigating this consistency problem, it should be sufficient 
to employ plane wave final states and this has been done in the following 
sections#
4* The Tensor Force#
It has been suggested by Gunn and Irving that the discrepancy
might be removed if ^He wave functions consistent with a two body
interaction containing the tensor force, 7/ere used in calculating
the cross section*
As discussed in II$4*» Abraham et al. (1955) have investigated
5 ^the binding energies of H and He with tw© body potentials containing 
central and tensor components, with Yukawa radial shppes. The S- and 
D-states were represented by the Exponential wave function*
In the Born approximation, the Exponential wave function gives 
for the (]£p) cross section
11 .. 8
6 (Tp) = *fc) ^  [k + X ] -2 ^2 2~% 13
V ;  i ^  + “a + *  IU 2 nrt- ■ ^  ■ »^ 16
2 „2 -,2nx
2
112 . 92. 72. 5^
#••••• *8»» ( 24-)
25------ I ]
where
£ (*) = i, (585 a2 - 975 a + 422)
■ 1T .9 .7  ‘ ~3 5̂94 »2 + 66 a + 8)
B/iPr
- I (39 a2 -  52 a + 16) sin-1 2;
/r
and
x2 = " S 2
2
* = V  .+ 3
tx 2 + £  _ 3n 2a 3 T
Using the potential (5) ©f Table V, Abraham et al obtained a binding 
energy of 16*6 Mev using a ground state wave function corrposed of an 
S-state plus a 3«4^ admixture of the principal D-state® This energy 
was increased to 23*5 Mev by the inclusion of five other D-states® 
The variationally determined parameter for the S~state was found to 
be = 1 ®134- 10*^ cm ^
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The (Yp) cross section calculated from (24) with Pa = = 1*134 x 10̂  ̂
X
-1 .cm is shown in Figure III*
13 —1For comparison, the cross section for P_ = P_ = 0*8 x 10 cmUr
13 -1= = can were calculated and are sho\vn also in
13 —1Figure III* It is seen that the cross section for Pa- 1*134 10 cm
1 3 - 1rises much to© slowly* For Pq,= 0*5 10 cm the calculated cross section 
attains its maximum at approximately the experimental value but this 
value Pais far outside any value consistent with the ^He binding 
energy*
If the tensor range is increased slightly, the calculated binding
-j 7energy can be raised to 28 Mev but Pa is then larger, Pa M  *19 x 10 J 
-1cm and the position of the maximum moves to an even greater energy*
5* Effect of the D-states.
In the preceding section, the effect of the tensor force was 
included implicitly in the value of the parameter Pa occurring in the 
S-state wave function* In this section, the effect of the tensor 
force is considered explicitly by the inclusion of the D-states*
The a-particle wave function is of the form
11 - d> s + dr D ®***.o.*.. (25)ra ~ ra
where S, D, donote the S- and D- state parts of the wave function*
Similarly the final (p + t) state may be written














The percentage of P-states present will be negligible and so 
their effect may be omittedo
The matrix element is then given by
H  aT
i=1
M V = ) i I 2a *, 3 dr  + f K  8 »• d T■* *  l  a  * 1 * i « ^  v
i=1
+ j  si v  dT + / ai V 3 drJ
2, . ^
= ) ^  <sa|ai |sf> + <s 4  ». | d ^>
i=i
'+ <D | S f > + < D a  | g± | D^> J (27)
The term <S S has been dealt with in the previous section.
The last three terms will be considered here.
The D-states of the a-particle are all' ̂ >@ states, i.e. quintet
spin states. The final state is (p + t). Considering the ground
2state of the triton to be an S-state i.e. Sjt_, the final state has
2
either S = 1 i.e. a triplet spin state or S = 0 i.e. a singlet spin 
state. In either case, the final spin wave function is orthogonal 
to the initial spin wave function. Hence, as the electric dipole 
transition operator is independent of the spins, there is no contribution 
from the <D o-jg. j S$> term in (27).
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Similarly if the a—particle is in an S~ state and the triton 
is in a D-state, the spin wave functions are again orthogonal 
and so there is no contribution from the <S a J jg | Df> term in (27)«
The <D a,|ĝ | D term is non-zero but, since the D-state of 
^ e  is at most l$> of the total ground state and the D-state of 
at most 6fo, the contribution will be small and may be neglected since 
the <S EL 1 Ŝ > terms are not abnormally small.
Hence it is seen from the results of this section and of the 
preceding one, that the effect of the tensor force in the photodisinte­
gration of ^He need only be taken into account implicitly through the 
value of the parameter Pa . It need not be considered explicitly by the 
introduction of the D-state wave functions0
In contrast, the introduction of the tensor force is known to 
affect the binding energy appreciably and the D-state wave functions 
must be introduced explicitly. This is due to the fact that the binding 
energy is the difference of two large but approximately equal terms, 
the kinetic and the potential energies*
6* Conclusion,
Gunn and Irving have calculated the (Yp) cross section in the
Bom approximation using Gaussian and Irving (r.m.m) type wave
functions with various sets of parameters Pa ,
To summarise these results and those of $4, with the Exponential
wave functions, the variation of the position of the maximum of the
2cross section with the mean square radius R , of the a-particle
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is shown in Figure IVo For these three types of wave function the 





where only the S-states have been considered. It has been shown 
previously (ll$9) that the addition of D-states does not alter R 
appreciably.
cross section only in a normalisation factor and therefore a change in 
^  leaves the position of the maximum unaltered.
It is clear from the figure that, for wave functions which are 
functions of g>, the position of the maximum depends sensitively on the 
To in. s radius R but is not very dependent on the shape of the wave 
function. Wave functions which are chosen to fit the binding energy 
give too small a value of R, and a very large value for the position 
of the maximum of the cross section.
7* Photodisintegration of the Lightest Nuclei.
At this point it is of interest to compare the results on the 
photodisintegration of the three and four body nuclei with that of the 
deuteron. It was noted in the introduction that the low energy
In all these calculations, the approximation p. = p has beenT
made but the (Yp) cross section is relatively insensitive to the value 
of p̂ ,* In the case of the Gaussian wave function, p^ occurs in the
8 3
'e «:> o i)eb sniavu 3«vnos nvbvs
photodisintegration of the deuteron could be explained by the effective
range theory© The nuclear potential can be described by two parameters,
the well depth and range whilst the deuteron wave function can effectively
be replaced by its asymptotic form.
This theory explains the position of the maximum of the cross
section at 4*>46 Mev above threshold, and the cross section up to about
25 Mev© However, the deuteron is a very weakly bound nucleus and has
“1 3a correspondingly large r.m. s radius R^ = 1 ©96.10 cm© The two
nucleons spend most of their time outside the range of the nuclear force 
and so it is to be expected that the low energy data is independent 
of the detailed form of the nuclear potential i.e. that the effective 
range theory is sufficient to describe the data*
In the case of the three and four body nuclei, the nucleons are 
much more tightly bound and the r.m.s radii are correspondingly smaller 
than for the deuteron. Thus it is to be expected that the properties 
of these nuclei will be more sensitive to the detailed shape of the 
potential. It has been seen that even when a wave function with a good 
asymptotic form is chosen for the o—particle, the photodisintegration 
cross section cannot be explained. When a wave function is chosen with 
a good asymptotic form e.g. the Clark wave function or the resonating 
group wave function of the form (12), the position of the maximum cross 
section occurs at 30 - 40 Mev above threshold*
These wave functions have been derived to give the correct a—particle 
binding energy using a potential consistent with the two body data.
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Thus it is seen that the effective range theory is not sufficient to 
describe the three and four body data#





When considering the sum rules in Chapter II, it was found that 
the wave functions used gave too concentrated an QUparticle and 
consequently to© smalla-value for the bremsstrahlung weighted cross section* 
This is explained by the results on the direct evaluation of the 
matrix elements in Chapter III* It is seen that, for a wave function 
which gives the correct binding energy the position of the maximum 
occurs at ̂ 30 Mev above threshold and that the cross section rises 
very slowly to the maximum*
Since the (Yp) cross section has been shown experimentally to 
be the same as the (Yn) cross section (neglecting the slight difference 
in the threshold region) and since these two reactions make up 
approximately ninety per cent of the total photon absorption, it is 
reasonable to assume that the cross section for photon absorption is 
of the same form as the (Yp) cross section* As the bremsstrahlung- 
weighted cross section is given by
it is seen that 6, will be smaller for the theoretical cross section
than for the experimental one which rises rapidly to a maximum at 
7 Mev above threshold*
Using both approaches^ sum rules and evaluation of the matrix 
elements, it has been found that, to obtain agreement between theory
—  86 —
and experiment it is necessary to increase the size of the ct-particle 
as given by the theoretical wave functions. This will have the effect 
of giving agreement for the bremsstrahlung-weighted cross section 
since it is closely related to the r0m#s radius and since the experi­
mental results are consistent# It is also expected that this increase 
will reduce the value of the position of the maximum of the (yp) cross 
section towards the experimental resuite
Thus to resolve the discrepancy, a wave function must be found 
for the a-particle which gives the same binding energy as those used 
previously but has a root mean square radius about 5Qffo greater®
It has been shown that the position of the maximum is not very 
sensitive to the type of wave-*function used but that the maximum 
occurs earlier for the living type wave function than for the 
Gaussian and Exponential types with the same r.m.s radius®
For all wave functions which are functions of yo, it has been 
found that to obtain the correct binding energy, a very concentrated 
nucleus must be usedo This discrepancy may be due to the fact that 
the assumption
4- = -f (p)•a *a vr/
is poor* However, a similar discrepancy has arisen in the consideration 
of the three-body nuclei*
If two body central forces are used with depths and ranges
adjusted to fit the two body scattering data, the theoretical binding
3 3energy of H is too large, as also is the Coulomb energy of He®
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Pease and Feshbach (195“1> i 932) have taken the tensor force into 
account and using a reasonable range for the tensor force so as to
it is seen that by increasing the size of the nucleus, the Coulomb 
energy would be reduced#
Thus it is seen that, for both the three and four particle 
nuclei, wave functions derived to fit the binding energy by means of 
the consistency problem, give too concentrated nuclei* As this is 
true in the three body case for several different forms of trial 
wave function, and not only for those which are functions ofyQ, it 
would seem that the discrepancy is due not to the form of the wave 
function but to the form of the internucleon potential#
The potential used in the previous calculations was of the form
* • Jgive the experimental binding energy of H? they find that the 
Coulomb energy still remains too large ( ~33^)«
As the Coulomb energy is given by
'COUL
with
Jc(x) = JT(x) ex
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This form of potential (with appropriate parameters) is consistent 
with all the low energy data* However this interaction fails when 
high energy data (E ̂ 50 Mev) are considered* There are two main 
approaches to the problem of finding an internucleon potential to fit 
the experimental data at high energies (up to **300 Mev); the 
me son-theoretic approach and the phenomenological approach*
Several meson theoretical potentials give a reasonable fit to the 
low energy data, in particular those of Levy (1952) and Gartenhaus (1953) * 
However, these potentials fail conspicuously when an attempt is madeto 
fit the unp#larised and polarised scattering at 100 and 130 Mev*
Signell and Marshak (1957* 1958) find that this data can be fitted 
reasonably well by adding a phenomenological short range attractive 
spin-orbit potential to the Gartenhaus potential, (which already 
contains central and tensor components)* These meson-theoretic 
potentials all become strongly repulsive at short distances*
Gammel and Thaler (1957) have made an extensive search for a 
phenomenological potential to fit the data up to 150 Mev. They 
looked for a potential of the Yukawa shape consisting of central, 
tensor and spin-orbit terms. They allowed different ranges, depths, 
and cut-offs in the various terms £s well as in the different spin and 
isotopic spin states. They were able to find a set of parameters 
which give reasonable agreement with experiment* The central force 
terms considered contained an infinite repulsive core*
These alterations were made to the intemucleon potential to
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explain the high energy data, "but meson theory indicates that one
might expect the potential between two nucleons to become strongly
repulsive for low energies also*
The effect of the repulsive core in the low energy region (where
a potential description of nuclear forces is at least appropriate) has
been studied extensively by Preston and co-workers (1955# 1956, 1957,
1958)o As one of their conclusions, they find that calculations with
infinite repulsive cores give results in close agreement with those
for any reasonably strong repulsion. The core radius is, of course
different in the two cases.
If a repulsive core potential were used in the f*consistency”
problem, it seems likely that the size of the three and four particle
nuclei would be increased whilst the binding energy remains the same.
This would help to remove the discrepancies occurring in the theoretical
values for the Coulomb energy of ^He and the maximum of the (yp)
cross section for Ĥe<>
Kikuta Morita and Yamada (1956, 1957) have already considered the
3 3effect of a hard core on the binding energies of H and He.. Using 
two body central forces with an infinite repulsive core, they found 
that the hard core interaction pushes out the wave function so that the 
Coulomb energy decreases to the experimental value*
In the following chapters, the effect of the hard core interaction 
on the a-particle wave function will be considered in §n attempt to 
resolve some of the discrepancies discovered in the previous work*
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Preliminary calculations will toe performed on the two and three toody 
nuclei*
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1 o General Formalism.
In this chapter, a repulsive core potential -will he chosen to 
fit the deuteron properties and the two "body scattering data* This 
potential will then be used in a standard variational calculation 
to find analytical wave functions for the lightest nuclei consistent 
with their binding energies* This is the usual approach to the 
M consistency" problem mentioned inl$«6.
An arbitrary wave function 4* can be expanded in -terms of the 
energy eigenvalues
T = ) a.u. £ Hu. = E.u. oo«....o.e (l)1 /  l i *  i l l
l
vdiere the u^ form a complete orthonormal. set. The expectation 
value ©f H f©r the function 'j' is then given by
p H  + a T  “ V  Ei lai I2
> E0 V  I a. |2 = Eo J - P + a T  ......... .(2)
where Eq is the lowest energy eigenvalue»
T . X irf'dTi.e. E < "i*..*..■*— ■■
I P  -far
The variational method consists of evaluating the integrals using a 
trial wave function 4' that depends on a number of parameters, and
<H>
■
varying these parameters until the expectation value of the energy is 
a minimum* The result is then an upper limit for the ground state 
energy of the system, which is likely to "be close to the experimental 
value if the form of trial wave function resembles that of the eigen­
function u .o
The choice of the internucleon potential and of the trial nuclear 
wave function must now be discussed*
2o Choice of Potential and Wave Function*
To obtain a coherent view of the situation, it seems desirable to 
find wave functions for both \i and ̂ He using the same approach* The 
method of calculation is considerably restricted by the difficulties 
encountered in the four-body problem©
The previous calculations on the triton by Kikuta et al* (i 956) 
and by Feshbach and Rubinow (1955) have used a potential with an 
infinite repulsive coreo However in the case of ^He, this form gives 
rise to considerable computational difficulties* Since it lias been 
shown by Preston (i 955) that any infinite repulsive core potential 
is equivalent to a potential with a strongly repulsive core, it will 
be convenient to choose an analytical form which tends to a barge finite 
value as the interparticle distance tends to zero* Such a potential 
is
V(r) = Ae~ Xr - Be" ̂  *......... (4)
with
A » B  , X »  p
In the preliminary calculations discussed in this chapter only 
central forces will be used*
The parameters in the potential (4) will be chosen to fit the 
deuteron binding energy and the low energy scattering data*
Since the potential is strongly repulsive at short distances, 
the nuclear wave function will be considerably reduced inside the "core" 
but it is not necessarily zero as in the case of an infinite core*
For an infinite core, Jastrow (1955) has suggested that the 
binding energy of a system of particles should be calculated by the 
variational method using a trial wave function of the form
where S is the Slater determinant of plane wave functions, spin and 
isotopic spin functions* F is defined by
the product being taken over all pairs of particles* This approach 
has been considered by Emery (1 958) and he finds that it is necessary
(5)
(6)
to restrict the form of the correlation function f(r±a). Two
suitable forms which have been used are:
0 r S rc j
/ \ ) Iwamoto and Yamada (1957)
c )
Dabrowski (1958)
f(r) . W " ^ < )  P >
*•*•*•••«*. (8)
r < c,
It is convenient in the present problem to use a similar approach* 
The trial wave function is chosen of the form
+ = F 0 ]!   (9)
where 0 is one of the spatial wave functions used in the previous 
calculations (without the repulsive core) and. Z  is the spin wave function, 
As neither ©f the above forms (7,8) of correlation function are 
readily dealt with, the function
^(r) = r2 ***♦•♦•**• (10)
will be used* This tends to zero as ihe two nucleons came close 
together*
The complete trial wave function will be taken of the form
+ = [ + p h  h  = 4 (p)*
i i
... (11)
where the â , K ,  l-h are the variable parameters*
Since the potential has been chosen of the form (4) it will 
be consistent to choose 0 of the Gaussian form* This will help to 
simplify the calculations.
p0 (|i) r= ©Xp " e«»c«**oeo (12)
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The Gaussian wave functions (12) and potential (4) were chosen 
primarily "because of the ease in manipulation* However, in the earliest 
calculations on the consistency problem., it was found that a single term 
Gaussian wave function gave a poor result for the binding energy. It 
was considered that by using a sum of Gaussian terms, a reasonably 
accurate value for the binding energy could be obtained,. This 
assumption has recently been verified by the work of Burke and Robertson 
(1957) on the low energy elastic scattering of neutrons by deuterons. 
These authors found that a deuteron wave function of the form
experimental binding energy.
3. Binding Energy Calculation. Definitions#
The calculations will be performed for the two, three and four 
particle nuclei.
The coordinate systems (a)> (5)} and (7) of AppendixAwill 
be used#
In the three cases only symmetric spatial wave functions are 
considered. The coirespending spin functions are:-
I 2 2T (r) = exp - a r + c exp - 0 r (13)
and a Gaussian central potential, gave approximately 90fo% of the
^He 1 = i|^o(l)P(2) - P(l)a(2)j
9 6
where 1,2 denote like nucleons /as also do 3, 4.)
Xt is assumed that the potential is of the general exchange type#
-v (12) . Vo (wfm M12 + DB12 + 6 M12B12) V(12)
........  (15)
with w + m + b + V =  1 ; w + m - h - h  = x
where x is the ratio of singlet to triplet interaction between 
proton and neutron in an even state.
The Hamiltonian H can be written
" • -= t ’ * *.£ ̂  * £ ” i1 = 1  ij = 1 i j = 1 J
i ■< 3 i1̂ j (16)
where = 1 if i,j are both protons, *n = 0 otherwise.
It is readily shown that, after performing the integrations 
over spin coordinates*
J V* sjr d T  = j $ x £ - L. T + N V(ij)l $ d T  + Ec
........  (17)
where T and N are given in Table XII and ®cou  ̂is the Coulomb energy. 
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Using the wave function (11) the kinetic energy term is given
/ § * uj §> dT
■whore
+ a
aiaj *1 0*1 1 ^  + - i W  h 1 
.b. I3 ( ^  I..) ♦ b.b. I4 ( nj n3)}
(18)
11 ( M±! 1*..) (̂ ±) T #(^) (tT
12 ( ^  1̂ ) =/ [ F X T 0( H) dT
Ij (t̂ l ^  = j  0**) T [ * *0*.j) J aT 
\ (  ̂j ^ = j  T [ F *  ^  J dT
U0MI900* (19)
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It is readily shewn that
i2( k! »3) = i3 ( k  Ik) (20)
The potential energy term is given "by two terms ©f the form
j>V(X)* 3T = Yl V  ^1 ♦ 2a.b. J2( KI kI X)
id
+ b^j J3( nt It* | x ) • • • o • e ( 21 )
where
J., (»* J  t*dl x) = J *x( up v (X) * (up aT
3z  ̂ x) “ /  [ F * ^ 9  J v (x) * CM'j) aT
= J2 l^t x)
= j [»  0 ^ )  ] V (X) j * (up F dT
(22)
V (X) = exp - X x*
Finally the normalisation terms are given by
J \ x + a T  = j $x $ a T  . . . . . .   (24)
= I X  aiad i' °) + 2aib0J2 < ^i1 “j 1 °) + Wij J3 ( k I ^  I 0)J
since V(o) = 1*
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The Coulomb energy term is given by 
Ecoul = e2/  4 Xlil 4 aT
where
= e2 ) |  a-a^Cp..! + 2 * ^  0,(^1 ^  + b * *
id 1 ^
C3U  3J (J-j) j ««>©••••••• (25)
Q( P-l = J 0 X(&j) ^ 0 (^) dT |
C^il = I  [  W  (̂ ) J  " [ F ̂
Q (ti i1 “/  =/[F ̂  J  u * <“3> d T  = W  “i>
*•»»*<>•••« (26)
TJje expression for the r©m.s. radius will be required later so 
it is given here for completeness*
E2 = i2 i > A H * T  - ^2 /  4 X Pa2 4 d T
= ? L laiâ (" i1 ̂  k) + 2aiV2( h1 “j >A> + W 1 i1 “d 1 A)]
0»0-©*«6***0 2̂7)
where
H, ( pj HjJa) = I f  ( p ±) PA2 0 (K.) dT
E3 ( P± I P.. U) = J P PA2 F <A(Md)J d T
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E£( Hi I a) = j  J pA2 (6 ( dT = H2 (H. ||ii | A)
*# O'* 0 0*0 • 0 (28)
"When the Gaussian form
0 G^) = exp -i4LpA     (i2)
is used then
2
Hn (nj p.. lA) = J  F11-1 pA2 e" ij A d T
where y = u. + u , n = 1,2,3 andtJ
H  2
Jn^i ^  = j pn”1 e ^  ?A dT”
Therefore
2
= ~®n  ̂ 0**0o*#000 (29)
Thus the r*m. s radius integrals may he derived directly from those 
for the normalisation*
4* Derivation of Potential*
In these preliminary calculations, only central forces are to he 
considered* The central potential is to he chosen to give the correct 
deuteron binding energy and to fit the two body scattering data0
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The Schroedinger equation for the deuteron ground state wave 
function is
t2 „2
m V + V (r) 4* = B 4*' «........  (30)
As a result of the assumption of central symmetry, the solutions may 
he separated according t©
= L  «  . . - (3D
The solution of interest corresponds t© the lowest energy eigenvalue 
i.e. to the s-state for central potential 1=©*
Writing
the Schroedinger equation can he reduced t© 
,2a 2 — k u —  U(r) u(r) (3̂ )r ‘
where k2 = ~0 E, , U(r) = — V (r) and E_ is the binding
t2 a \2 d
energy ©f the deuteron*
The form of the potential chosen is
\  Li ^V(r) = A e  r -Be r «•<»<».....» (4)
Be ^X e —1 ̂  ....oo.oao (34)
where B is positive* The value of X has been chosen arbitrarily to be 
25» This ensures that the core is strongly rei3i.ilsi.ve.
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The core radius r is defined by c J
V(r ) = 0 .o*....oo« (35)
Several values of the core radius have been chosen. The value of
n is defined by the choice of X and of r « The pairs of values usedc
are shown in Table XIII.
TABLE XIII.
r 10 ^cm c 0 ' 0*2 0*4 0*6 0.8*n oc1 80 20 9 5
It is now necessary to solve the equation (33) for a potential with
a given core radius r and a given range ̂ j so as to find theo
eigenvalue for the depth B consistent with the deuteron binding energy. 
The equation (33) is subject to the boundary conditions
u(o) = 0  , u(r) ^  e ^  •••••••••• (36)
Two methods have been used to solve this eigenvalue problem.
The first method involves a step-by-step integration of the 
equation from r = « to r = 0o The parameter B is chosen arbitrarily 
and starting from the asymptotic form at some finite but very lar e 
distance, the numerical integration can be carried in to the origin.
- 1 0 3  -
The method VII of the paper by Fox and Goodwin (1949) was used.
Since the parameter B has been chosen arbitrarily, the value of u(o) 
will not satisfy the boundary condition (36). After intelligent 
observation of the calculated value of u(c), a new choice of B is 
made (for the same M-) and the procedure is repeated. A number of 
repetitions determines the value of B, for a given p*-, which satisfies 
the boundary condition u(o) = 0  to the desired approximation.
This method is rather tedious and it is useful to consider a 
second method. The equation (33) may be transformed to an integral 
equation incorporating the boundary conditions (36).
Writing U(r) = B1W(r) , B1 £ -Ro B,
t2
W(r) = e- *ir (Xe-11r -l)
then
f r/- \ Jts' i . ,u(r) = ~  sink kr J exp(-kj) W (|) u(f) d*J
- exp (-kr) j sink k^ W ("|) u  (̂ ) df ̂
(37)
This integral equation is then most readily solved by an iteration 
process.
A series of iterated functions is constructed from a properly 
chosen trial wave function uQ(r) using
•r1 f f r
Un+1 ^  = Sinl1 kr J  6XP ^"kT^; W ^  Un ^  ̂ dl *
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- exp (-kr) ̂  sirih k} W (7) (3) djJ
o..*oooece (3d)
Then since u(r) exp -kr, it is easily shown that the n"^ 
approximation to the eigenvalue is
B 1 =      (39)
n j sirih kr W(r) u^ (r) dr
It was found that the best procedure in the present problem, was 
to use a combination of the above two methods. Using a suitable 
trial solution, the iteration method is applied to find an approximate 
value of the eigenvalue B. This value of B is then used as a first 
approximation in the step-by-step integration method
The eigenvalue problem has been solved for a range of values of 
p. for each core radius. The results are shown in Figure V.
For each set of values (B, P,rc), the triplet scattering 
length â. has been calculated by integrating the zero energy equation
= B W (r) u (r) .......... (40)
r
outwards from the origin. The intercept on the r-axis gives the 
value of â . The values of â_ accurate to approximately 2% are given 
in Figure VT«
As the binding energy calculations depend on the exchange nature 
of the force only through the parameter x, it will be sufficient 
at this stage simply to calculate this parameter, the ratio of the






















































singlet and triplet interactions between proton and neutron in an 
even state* x is then chosen as the parameter required in the zero 
energy equation for the singlet state
A 2 = BxW(r)u(r) .......... (41)
r
to give the experimental value for the singlet scattering length a *s
However it is found that x is not very sensitive to the potential shape 
and its value has been chosen as 0*6 in all the present calculations.
It should be noted here that the experimental values for the 
triplet and singlet scattering lengths are
a, = 5#38x10 ^cm a = -*23*7x10-^ cbi t s
( 4 2 )
In future all lengths will be given in units of 10 '/cms.
5« Evaluation of the Integrals.
The various integrals defined in$3 3 have been evaluated for the 
two, three and four particle nuclei using the G-aussian wave functions 
and the G-aussian type potential introduced in the previous section 
i.e. the integrals have been evaluated with
2 2 
<t> (jjl) = exp - H PA ; V(^) = exp - Vi
The results for the two and three particle nuclei are tabulated 
below. Those for the four body case are given in Appendix D.
Kinetic Energy Integrals,
A xi ^ i 1 I2 ( ^1 t*d) \  ( t*il
2
3 n 3/2 V- .(2 H—3M .) 31,3/2 Ui.i2-3^ i ^ J
n. . 5/z H. . 2 10 % d) 9/2
3
-6 n 3 n. . a s n3n_. (*.-,*.) 35n3
0  n f 573 9vr ^





A ^  1 ̂ 1 *■) J2 ^ X) J3  ̂ ĵl
2
3/2
n 3 n 3//2 15 n 2
11.. y 210 2n . . 3//2 10
7/4t|. . 2
3 n 3 15 n3 1 X • 1 os n3 1 X
25 (2(1 7 3 ^ 2  T). 7^2. 1 210 (2n. T). 7* 2i v ‘xy 2 13
-  1 0 7
where T]^ = ^  + ja + X for A = 2
o.oo«.eooo (A5)
- I ( V-a + V • ) + X for A = 3
and X = T 1 + 1  + 2 1
I ' V  4V - i
X = f 2i5ai + 2i2t£ + £2s2 + Ila2I -i 4 ^ . .3 'n.. n. .2 ■n. .2 2 t».. n . .3L 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
: + 13.H-9 116 n ..«. |n
Normalisation Integrals»
A J., ^lo) , J2 (H±l **Jo) J3 (tIi* ^olo)
2 n 34  
^ io3//2
3 H3/2572K . 9/2
15 n V 2
4 ^  7/2
3 n 3 25 n3.77.....
3V 2 2(2. .6 10
19*7*5. 113 
2o39/2fi. .9334  ̂ id3
« (46)
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Mean Square Radius Integrals.
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A ' ( 1 (^ il ^ (2^ i l (3( ^±l M3)
3 fz H 3//2 61 n 5 /2 15089 n '̂2
3 Ji. .^ 2  *11 33.25 /2 li i  11/ !
,17 /2
*11
> • • • • «  (48)
6* Variational Calculation,
Using the integrals given in the previous section the 
variational calculations for the binding energy of the lightest nuclei 
were, performed© To test the method the case of the deuteron was considered 
first©
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(a.) Deuteron Calculation
Whilst deriving the potential for the two body pro'blemft^),
the deuteron wave function was found corresponding to each
potential considered* This wave function could be fitted
approximately by a two term function of the form (11) • This
analytical wave function should then be used as a trial wave
function in the variational calculation*
So that the effect of introducing the repulsive core may
be fully appreciated, a large core radius r = 0*6 was chosen*c
The deuteron wave functions in this case fall almost to zero at 
the origin and hence the modified Gaussian wave function may be 
tested with this choice of core redius.
The first calculations were performed using a very deep well 
which corresponds to a triplet scattering length a^ = 5«3> 
slightly less than the experimental value* The parameters used 
are given by
(49)
B,1 7.275 H = n o  T] = 9.0 X =25 at = 5.3
It was found that the function
2 - or2 (50)r e + c e
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with
c = 0.1 a- = 1.5 P = 0.25
gave an approximate fit to the exact numerical wave function. 
Using this function as a first trial function, the variational 
calculation was performed minimising with respect to c. It 
was found that with the parameters ( ct-Pc) = (1#5> 0o25,0*l),
the energy was a minimum, "being + 3*10 MeV. Thus with this
wave function, the deuteron is unbound.
The values of ( & ,P ) were then altered and the calculation 
repeated. This was carried out several times until the energy 
was minimised with respect to the variation of all three 
parameters ( o>,P,c)o The final minimum was found with the set
of parameters (o>,P,c) = (lo1, 0*22, 0.1 )• This corresponds
to an energy of + 1.17 MeV. Hence with a trial wave function 
of the form (50) it is impossible to find a set of parameters 
which gives a bound deuteron for the chosen potential.
It should be noted here that the variation in the energy 
is relatively much less sensitive to the variation of c than to 
the variation of a and P.
The wave function (50) giving the minimum energy is 
compared in Figure VII with the exact numerical wave function 
found whilst deriving the potential. It is seen that the exact 
wave function rises more rapidly to the maximum but then falls




























off raach more slowly at large values of r« The trial wave 
function was fitted approximately for the smaller values of r 
(r < 3) and the resultant variational wave function is a 
compromise between the correct form at small r (effect of the 
core) and the correct asymptotic form* This deficiency may 
be remedied, at least in part, by adding a third term to the 
wave function (50) i*e*
j D / ■, 2 [” -<*r2 -3r2 , - Tr29  ̂ (r) = r I e + c e  + d e  J
*•.0.0*... (51)
As a first trial, the function 9  ̂  was used with (a Pc) 
chosen as those values which gave the minimum energy for 9  
A value for Y was then chosen and the variational calculation 
was carried out minimising with respect to d. The mininium 
energy was found for (Yd) = (0*04, 0*0045) being —i • 01 MeV*
Thus the three term wave function (51) gives a bound deuteron 
a considerable improvement on (50)^
The effect of varying c and d simultaneously was 
investigated keeping (a ,P,Y) constant, and a minimum was found 
for (c,d) = (0*091, 0*0044) giving an energy of -1*02 MeV. As 
this is a negligible improvement on the previous value, it will 
be sufficient in future to fix c as the value which minimises 
the energy given by 9n} and then to minimise with respect to d*
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T© find the minimum value of the energy corresponding to 
the wave function 0̂ , it is necessary to vary all five parameters 
c d) simultaneously* This entails a very considerable
amount of computation and has only been done approximately using 
a desk machine* To do the minimisation completely, the calculation 
should be programmed for an electronic computer* The approximate 
minimum was found with the set: of parameters (a-Py cd) = ("1*2,
0*25> 0*05, 0*108, 0*006). The minimum energy v̂ as -1.21 MeV.
This deuteron wave function giving the best binding energy 
is shown in Figure VII where it is compared with the best 0̂  and 
the exact numerical wave function. This wave function gives a 
better fit than ^  ^or large r but makes little change near the 
origin.
It should be noted that the addition of a third term to 
the wave function causes the values of both a- and P to increase 
slightly, shifting the maximum of the wave function to smaller 
r as is required to fit the numerical wave function*
Burke and Robertson (1957) in deriving deuteron wave functions 
for a calculation on the low energy elastic scattering of neutrons 
by deuterons, used a G-aussian potential
V(r) = - B e
2
O o o o o (52)
and a wave function of the form
• oo*<t«coo»
They find that the ininiimim energy obtained in their variational 
calculation increases as the well depth increaseso The maximum 
well depth of the potential used in the present calculations is 
150 MeV i.e. a very deep well, and it is therefore in agreement 
with the work of Burke and Robertson, that the two term wave 
function <f>̂  gives a poor value of the binding energy.
It would be desirable for completeness to perform the 
variational calculation for the deuteron using the trial wave 
function for a set of different potentials with various 
ranges and core radii. However as was seen above, this entails 
an almost insuperable amount of calculating for desk computation.
In all probability a fourth term will be needed in the trial wave 
function. Since the main object of this investigation is to 
find wave functions for the triton and for the alpha-particle, 
the deuteron problem will be left at this stage and the triton 
problem considered®
(b) Triton Calculation.
In all earlier calculations on the triton using central forces, 
it has been found that, if the potential is chosen to fit the 
deuteron binding energy and the two body scattering data, then 
the binding energy of the triton is in excess of the experimental 
value. In the present calculation, the triton binding energy is 
found first for a series of Gaussian potentials (52) with no core®
-  1 1 4  ~
A trial wave function of the form
* 2t (p) pp (54)
was chosen and the variational calculation was performed for the 
triton assuming the ratio of singlet to triplet interaction to he 
x = 0*6*
As a first choice c was chosen to he zero* A minimum energy 
of -6*79 MeV was found for i-i= 0.3 B = 51*54 MeV and a= 0*085* 
This energy is decreased to -7*97 MeV hy the addition of a second 
term in the wave function;-♦ The corresponding set of parameters 
is (g$  c ) = (0*09, 0*03) 0*09)* By the addition of further terms 
in the wave function it will he possible to increase the binding 
energy to the experimental value of 8*3 MeV* The potential 
corresponds to a triplet scattering length a^ = 5*6. In the 
calculations using repulsive core potentials, the interaction will 
he chosen to fit the deuteron binding energy and also this triplet 
scattering length (rather than the experimental one)* This gives 
a suitable equivalent central potential for the study of the 
triton*
Preliminary calculations were carried out with the repulsive
core potentials with = 0,2 and r^ = 0*4 corresponding to
a, = 5*6* It was found that these potentials change the binding t
energy insignificantly as compared with the zero core case, and 
leave the wave function almost unaltered* Attention will there­
fore he concentrated on the cere radius r * The requiredc
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potential is given by (49) with the parameters
B - 2.46 |J = 0.45 n= 9.0 X = 25 a. = 5.6
........  (55)
Using a trial wave function of the form
0 T(p) = e aP + c F e ^  ••••«•»«•• (56)
it was found that the triton was just bound with an energy of 
-0*13 MeV for the Gaussian wave function (etc) = (0*04,0). With 
the two term wave function (56) the minimum energy was found by 
a similar trial-and-error procedure to that used in the two-body 
case* The minimum energy was found to be -3°0 MeV with the set 
of parameters (ape) = (0.05, 0.5, 2*11)* To improve on this 
energy, a three term wave function is required.
The calculations were repeated for a second potential, that 
consistent with the experimental scattering length a^ = 5*4°
The corresponding parameters are
B1 = 4.75 H = 0*75 U = 9.0 X = 25 at = 5.4
o***o««»** (57)
With a two term trial wave function of the form (56) it was 
found iiiipossible to obtain a bound triton. This may be explained 
as follows*
The decrease in the scattering, length from 5°6 to 5°4 entails
a considerable increase in the depth of the potential and also 
doubles the ljieight of the core* This implies that the wave 
function is greatly reduced inside the core* A more satisfactory 
trial wave function for this potential (57) would then be of the 
form
0T ( P ) = F  ^e_ap + o e" j .......... (58)
(c) Discussion*
In the deuteron and triton calculations it has been seen 
that to obtain approximately the correct binding energy, it will 
be necessary to use a minimum of three terms in the t rial wave 
function. For the £>otential considered in the deuteron problem, 
a three term wave function gave only 53^ of the binding energy*
To perform the variational calculation, the minimisation 
has to be performed with respect to at least five parameters*
The energy is fairly sensitive to the parameters occurring in 
the exponential but is relatively insensitive to the linear 
parameters* In addition, the combination of terms in the trial 
wave function depends on the magnitude of the core* As the 
integrals involved are complicated, the minimisation cannot be 
done by an analytical method but can only be carried through by 
a trial-and-error search. This search can only be made satis­
factorily using an electronic computer since it is desira ole to 
repeat the variational calculation several times asin; a series
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of potentials with various ranges and core radii, for each of the 
three nuclei considered*
Because of these complexities, no calculations have yet 
been performed on the alpha-particle*
Before discussing the relative advantages and disadvantages 
of this approach to the problem of finding suitable analytic 
wave functions for the lightest nuclei, the application of the 
repulsive core wave functions (11) to the study of the photo­
disintegration cross section will be considered*
3 37* Bhotodisintegration of H and He*






For the reaction the electric dipole cross section is
1 2then given by (59)# (60) with % = 2 and the reduced mass M = m
where m is the nucleon mass*
The coordinate system (5) of Appendix A will be used throughout
u £ = £ 3 " 2 + *2) (61)
where 1 denotes the proton, 2, 3 the neutrons. Then
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The initial triton wave function may be writtena
"* '{'rp = 6̂  (123) •««*»«•••» (63)
If the wave function is chosen to be spatially symmetric in all three 
nucleons, the spin wave function must be antisymrnetrie in the neutron 
2,3 and hence
6t(125) = ^|a(1) £ a(2) P (3) ~ P(2) a (3) j
(64-)
The final state, deuteron plus neutron, may be represented by a 
resonating group wave function
0b = ̂ (1-P23) «Sd(12) f(3) 6j,(123)    (65)
where
6p(-I23) =i[°(3) [<*(1) p(2) + P(1) n(2) ]-2 P(3) 0(1) a(2) J
e<i#ooo*#o» ( 6S)
0^ and are the symmetric spatial wave functions for the triton 
and deuteron respectively®
Introducing the wave functions ^ and into (60) gives 
after summing over the spins
In the Bom approximation, the outgoing neutron will be represented 
by a plane wave,
p (3) s e1  .. (68)
For the reaction ^He (Yp)2!! the matrix element is
= J  <f>̂ + *̂3) d.*T **«*o* (69)
where 2,3 denote the protons and 1 the neutron* The electric dipole 
operator is then
Z»2 + = 2*^ = "* (70)
Hence the matrix element for this reaction is identical with that for 
the ^(Yn)^ reaction when the Coulomb repulsion is ignored*
The wave functions discussed in the previous few sections will 
be used to evaluate the matrix element M ̂  in (67)*
The deuteron wave function used is
§D (u) = £b. <P (,,,)
D
*«•***0**0 (71)
whilst the triton wave function is
*T(p) = + F   -"(72)
where
T) 2 t,T 1 i 6 n 4 2 2 4 A r 2/ %2 ,P = u F = rg ^ u + ou r + 16u r - 16 u (u*r; J
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0D (p) = exp " 0T (X) = exp~ ^
ft o • • •e o•*• (73)
and
n2 o 2 3 2P a 2r + |  u
The matrix element consists of a sum of terms of the form 
Mjj ( p|X) = J  e e ^  r^ e”̂ — du dr
^  (P |X) = J  F° e e r^ e du dr
(p 1̂-) = J  FT e e ^  rg du dr
\  (P lx) = f i V  e“ e“ ̂  r& e1- ’-  du dr
*eft«*ft**»* (74;
with the corresponding integrals N (P |X) with r„ replaced by u,n isf 2
It is easily shown that
N (P JX) — 0 n — 1,2,3,4* ftftft«ft«»o** (75>
It is convenient to introduce the integral
, a g\ j i k*r 21 2m ( \2n - aP2 -ftp4*J ^ l m n j ^ P ;  - I e — — u r e e
•O*o«»»o«» (70)
This integral is required for n = 0,1®
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J (l 21 0  ; a|3) = k p^2|+^j (_l)m
Z * W 2  ^
where (p) = exp - k2 A  P ***...*,*. (77)
and
J(l,m,1 ; ap) = i J (l+1, m+b, 0; ap)
Using this integral, the values of Mn can be readily obtained*
In the previous section, a variational calculation was described, 
which w(rS used to find analytical wave functions for the deuteron and 
the triton* Once f these wave functions have been obtained, it is 
a very straight-forward calculation to evaluate the matrix element 
^ab us n̂S the integrals Mn and J(l m n ; ap) and hence to
evaluate the photodisintegration cross section.
No numerical results have yet been obtained since it was found 
inpossible by desk calculation to find a deuteron and a triton wave 
function giving the correct binding energies* Until these wave 
functions have been calculated by a computer, it would serve no 
worthwhile purpose to calculate the cross section*
This consideration of the photodisintegration cross section 
can be extended to the case of the alpha particle9 although the 
calculation increases greatly in complexity*
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Final Conclusions*
At this point, it is advisable to summarise the results of 
Chapter Vo It has been found that the amount of computation involved 
in the present approach is enough to warrant machine calculation. Since 
this approach was intended primarily as a preliminary calculation, it 
is necessary to re-assessthe position before embarking on a large 
scale machine calculation.
The. main object of this investigation was to find a wave function 
for the alpha-particle which could be used to calculate the photo­
disintegration cross section# This requirement has considerably 
restricted the choice of potential and wave function employed. Moreover, 
even with the simple Gaussian and modified Gaussian forms used, the 
amount of calculation required in the study of the binding energy end 
of the photodisintegration is already very considerable. The algebra 
involved in the derivation of the (t p) cross section for the alpha 
particle will be extremely long and tedious.
The G-aussian wave functions used, have a poor asymptotic form.
This has been shown clearly in the binding energy calculations on the 
deuteron. There it is seen that the variational calculation has led 
to a wave function which makes a compromise between two effects, one 
at small r due. to the core, the other adjusting the wave function to
the proper asymptotic form at large r. It is therefore desirable tc 
choose a wave function with the correct asymptotic form, for then all 
improvements in the form of the wave function will be at small r in 
the region of the repulsive core. This requirement would be met in 
the case of the deuteron if the Exponential form wave function, was 
chosen* This form would also be an improvement in the case of the 
three and four body nuclei as it has already been shown that the 
Exponential wave function has a reasonable asymptotic form for these 
nuclei*
If this modification was made to the calculation, it is probable 
that the number of terms required in the wave function to give the 
experimental binding energy would be reduced* However, the algebra 
occurring in the binding energy calculation would become considerably 
more complex, necessitating the numerical evaluation of the integrals 
in the variational calculation*
The choice of potential was also restricted because it was desired 
that the alpha particle be studied* If the calculations had been 
restricted to the three body nuclei, it would have been possible to 
evaluate the integrals using a potential with an infinite repulsive 
core* Extensive sets of parameter's for such potentials are available* 
The most important of these are the set of parameters given by G-ammel 
and Thaler (i 937) which fit the two body data up to 310 MeV, and the 
sets given by Biedenharn, Kalos and Blatt (135S) which fit the low 
energy two body data. These potentials include both central end tensor
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components and in the case of the G-ammel—Thaler potential a spin—orbit 
term as well*
Xn the present calculations, the effect ©f the tensor force has 
been introduced only by using an equivalent central potential. This 
is a rather unsatisfactory approach which is only reasonable if the 
calculations can be done for a purely central force with a great 
reduction in the computation, enabling the physical picture to be seen 
more clearly* In the case of intemucleon potentials with no repulsive 
core, it is known that the addition of a tensor component alters the 
binding energies of the triton and the alpha particle obtained in 
variational calculations quite appreciably* Since an electronic 
computer is required to perform the central force calculations for 
both the deuteron and the triton, it seems: more logical to find ways 
of modifying the approach so that the tensor force can be introduced 
from the beginning* If this could be done, then a large scale 
numerical calculation would be very worthwhile*
Since this work was completed, Blatt and Derrick (1938) have 
published a report on some calculations on repulsive core forces in 
the triton which cast doubt on the validity of the equivalent Central 
potential*
Writing the wave equation as
(T + XV) <j> = E <t>
they derived a variational expression which gives an upper bound for
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the lowest eigenvalue Two sets of potentials were considered*
(a) The set of potentials given by Biedenham, Kalos and Blatt* 
These potentials show an infinite repulsive core and both central 
and tensor components* Only the central part is used in the 
calculations*
(b) The set of equivalent central potentials of Kikuta et al 
which fit the deuteron binding energy and the two body scattering 
data but do not, of course, give the deuteron quadrupole moment*
The minimum value of ^ is found for both sets of potentials with
various core radii* If ^ is less than unity, the corresponding
potential gives too much binding. For the set (a) it is found that X
is always greater than unity, the remainder of the binding being
contributed by the tensor component* Also the force strength X decreases
with increasing core radius r for a given triplet central well depth*o
This means that for the actual potential, the binding energy increases 
with increasing core radius r̂ * The opposite result is found for 
the set £b)* This time X increases with increasing core radius*
Also for small rQ, X is less than unity indicating that the potential 
is unacceptable* This is the well-known result that a central force 
of zero core radius vdiich binds the deuteron proi>erly, gives too much 
binding for the triton* Because of this contradiction between the 
results given by the sets (a), (b), the concept of an equivalent 
central potential must be viewed with suspicion*
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This investigation of the wave functions of the lightest nuclei
has shown that a wave function which gives a good fit to the binding
energy using the variational approach, need not necessarily be a good
approximation to the wave function. It was not until the size of the
alpha particle was determined by the electron scattering experiments
at Stanford, that it was realised that the variationally derived
wave functions gave much too concentrated an alpha particle* This
fact had lain latent for some time, in the fact that the Coulomb 
3energy of He as found in the variational calculations, was considerably 
larger than the experimental value. Thus, it is seen that the binding 
energy is not a good criterion in itself for choosing a wave function, 
but this must be coupled with some other property such as the root 
mean square radius or the Coulomb energy. The insufficiency of the 
binding energy as a criterion is partly due to the fact that the 
binding energy is the difference between two large energies ( '"'50 MeV), 
the kinetic and potential energies*
Since many of the difficulties encountered in the present calcul­
ations are due to necessity of choosing simple analytical forms in 
any calculations on the alpha particle, it is logical to restrict 
future calculations to the case of the three body nuclei, when a 
better choice of potential and wave function may be made*
However, there is a considerable lack of experimental data and 
additional experiments would be of great assistance in guiding the
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theoretical approach* The experiments of Cranberg (1953) on the
photodisintegration of ^He should be extended and improved, particularly
with regards distinguishing the two and three body break-up processes*
This could probably be done best by obtaining the cross section for
the %e(Yp)^H reaction by studying the inverse reaction 2H(py)^He*
The cross sections could then be compared by the use of the detailed
balance theorem* This is only possible because there are no excited 
. 3states m  He* A knowledge of the r.m*s radius is also desirable*
This can be obtained either directly by electron scattering or
indirectly from the bremsstrahlung-weighted cross section*
The ideal calculation to perform to clear up the discrepancy
between the size of the lightest nuclei as obtained experimentally
and theoretically, is a variational calculation on the binding energy 
3 3of H and He using a fully realistic potential with central and
tensor components* Its aim should be to fit both the binding energy
3 3of H and the Coulomb energy of He* Since the calculations v/ould be
restricted to the three body nuclei, it would be possible to use
infinite repulsive cores in the potential and also to ensure that
the wave function has a reasonable asymptotic form*
This type of calculation has been performed by Kikuta et al
using central forces* As has already been mentioned, it is desirable
to extend this to include the effect of the tensor force. The
potentials of G-ammel and Thaler and of Biedenharn et al could be used*
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The triton wave function will be most readily dealt with if 
written in the form
i0=1   (1)
where
R = r12 + r25 + r
The p and d state are introduced in the Schwinger-Ger juoy operator 
formalism as was done by Hu and Hsu (1 951) • The correlation function 
can then be suitably chosen. + (R) can then be found either by 
using the equivalent two body method (of. Feshbach ana RubinoW 1955) 
or else by the variational method as used by Kikuta et al* These 
last authors used a trial wave function of the form (l) but with the 
S state only
f  = .5 . I e ^ rij ro? -e V r̂ij r©^l * r. . > rlj=1 ° J > o
i<3
s II e ̂ rij " ro) n £ 1 - e r̂ij r©^Jyv = R+ ^
+ = f (E) i ji ( (rii
i<0
with ^  (rij) = 1 “ e~ ~ r°̂
-  1 2 9  -
It is hoped that this form of calculation 7/ill clear up the 
discrepancy in the size of the lightest nuclei as found experimentally 
and theoretically* If this approach fails, other factors will have 




In calculations on the lightest nuclei, it is found convenient
to separate out the motion of the centre of mass by a change in the
coordinate system*
A system of A particles of equal mass is considered with r\ the
i3iposition vector of the i particle* It is convenient to separate the 
particles into two groups containing N and 3 particles® This 
notation is used since the groups will usually be of N neutrons and 
3 protons respectively*
The following general coordinate system separates out the centre 
of mass motion*
i=1 i*a+-; x*i*i
-1? = -2 ~ -1 ^ln -3+2 " -3+1
-2p = -3 “ + —2̂  -2n = -g+3 " *^3+1 + --{§+2̂
  (1)- —  —  g-g
~}<p _ —X+1 k ) ,̂ i_  -Xn -3+X+1 “ k . L-l-1i=1 i=3+1
3-1 M M
-3-1 ,p = r3 “ IPT 2_;£i = -3+N “ N-T
i=1 i=3+1
This transforms the A coordinates —  r̂  into the A coordinates
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R, 4-tf’ Sip’ Vl.p, E1n* Vl.n.
It is easily shown that
A, S-1 N-1
\ V.2 s 1 V 2 A. V 2 \ h  J .1 V 2 \ \  JU v 2L i A EA + I« + ^  - ^ (l+k> \
i=1 k=1 P k=l n
  (2)
The kinetic energy operator for a. system of A nucleons is
P A£ \ o 2
L v2m
i=i
The transformation (l) splits up the kinetic energy operator into 
the following parts
£2 1 2~ 2m A ” Kinetic energy of centre of mass.
*2 A „ 2” 2m NS " Kinetic energy of centre of mass of
4-2 r“,a 2
- f c  \k p
protons relative to centre of mass of 
neutrons*
- Kinetic energy of relative motion of 
protonse
/ ,0+r) ? ~ Kinetic energy of relative motion of
' ■ 1c
k n j.neutrons*
The various coordinate systems used in considering the two
three and four "body systems, are listed below* They are all special 
cases of (i ) *>
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-2 “ j 2̂
2







2 = 2 N = 1
H = £2 ~ -1 ; - = -3 " ̂ 1  + ̂ 2^'R3 
I
\  V 2 _ 2 v 2 + ^ v 2 + ? v 2 / , i u 2 r 3 R,
2 3 2 ' 2. = ■£ u + 2 r (5)
Four Body (1) & = 3 N = 1
Four Body (2)
Appendix B. Generalised Sum Rule»
The electric 2 -pole operator does not obpend explicitly on 
the nuclear interaction (Siegert 1937> Sachs and Austera i 95i)*
The generalised oscillator strength is defined by
( ' b - v  < v J 2
The Schroedinger equations for 4* and 4^ are
H + a = Ea + a * H K  = *b V
Hence
<=b “ \ ]!  K  D1 f a d r  = I  K  [H D1 - D1 H X  dT
= j+b* [H, Dl] dr
i.e. - Ea)(Dl)ab = [H, Dj ]&b
Now
i  j  = ft <*t “Ea> (Dlia <Vab
= P  [_ ^ b a  ^  “ Kâ  D̂lAb “ Êa “ V  D̂d b a’ ̂Ddab]
-  1 3 5  -
Hence summing over all final states b and applying the closure relation 
(II.6) gives the generalised sum rule
> 0 . > "0 v:.--1 ~ v ; ■ ,
' -r . S * s' C -Tt • U t- * & \
b ?:} \ Is = ob bp bv-'
a. O b- i U =s- I b Y"; ?
Von---.- 07. V I * • .3.
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Appendix C* Evaluation of I (g; p q r)
fl J.P (aI(a; p q. r) = /  I.... " dt ........... (1)I (a+t)
In Chapter II§9 (69) the integrals
© (a+t)‘
were introduced* This integral is a particular case of the integral
given by Grobner and Hofreiter (1950) Vol. II p. 175*
b / \K-1 /, \X—1 /13SZB2 (x4y ), \K+X+n ax( cx+dj
F+X-1 P V(b-a)^  ̂ \ B(K+V,X+n-v) \ Tar n-mr* /, . \P/ nih-u
■  ^  ( d r L  t  ( w )
v=0 ^
(ac+d) . (bc+d) > 0  X >0 mSn m,n = 0,1,2,— .
160   (2)
Then I (a; p q r) is the particular case of (2) where
a = 0 b = 1 c = 1 d = a y= 1
K = p+1 X = q+1 m = q n = r-p-q-2 
Hence on simplification
I (a; p q r)
a p+n~q
- ,■ 1 -y c+i i > ) B(s+rf itwrxl ir n_v  u“ Ta+TT p q+1 L— I L -1  , . b v n-v ^ C 2̂K ; .. (a+1) a p v-pp=0 V=p
2 «*o***«o*» wj
with a> 0 p+1 > 0 q+1 >0 r > p+2q+2
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The integral X (4;'p q r) is given in Table C1 for various 
values of p q. r in the form
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Appendix D« Alpha Particle Integrals.
The integrals defined in V§3 have been evaluated for the four-body 
case and are given as follows*
Using.the definitions
. = n. + h. ; *n. . = 21*. . + *i 0 lj 13
then the kinetic energy integrals are!-
i<„ i„) - -i, “,/z' V  16 11/





l[2) (^l = -8 a|  . J3(^l Hjl 0)
(1)If ‘ P f  = -132 |o)
C ol . t 1 n3 p/ll\P/ 5MV 3\ 693117727
4  ^  j) = IT.3V 2 1 y  I [$)Ife) -J?kr2
The potential energy integrals .are
•fl 9/2
J1 lX) = ~ W ~  , „ 3/2°y/ “ , 3 n ,1 ̂  1  |J
-  1 i j - C  -
3 I U i J  )l \*Li
j (̂ .1 p- .1 , ~^2L— .— JL-—.2 a1 V  J ^ An 3/2 27/2
ij 10
+ m s  + 1512. o
t). 3h 2 rj 2 2n ^10 u  13 XO
+ 2003 6963 V
‘V i /  V /  >
/ i 1 \ n3 ff) \" / i;i\n P  s
3 ^  “ 31 } == “ 7/2 , 13 - ^ 2  £  an f c )  (n+2>
13 ^  n=e lj
with
*a ■ (¥) . ^  r@?
a2 g-2711 697 p/ii\ . a _ 592817 P /lA 5' ^ 6 ' V2/ ’ 3 ' 5.5.25 1 W
a = ,5.5,2S1 ft r a  • a = P (s)
4 7«5»2 *  5 7.5.22
•6 ■ « s r ®
The normalisation integrals are
9/2
J, (n±l t*jl °)
v f c ®  . . 8 - r @
n
"  26 “i / 2
_ n l  ;xa r(|)r@T6)
2 iJ ~ Hi<} 21/2 J 213
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3 p  fii) r(i) r(i)
J3 ( ^ U 3 10) = - r w  — 7 7 2 s— - ” 293127
ij 2 ■ 3,2
The r.m. s. radius integrals can be obtained using
R (|JL.| p.) = - ^ J (p.I p. |o) n = 1,2,3n Vfi‘ dn. . n 1
Finally the Coulomb energy integrals are
c (nj (1 ) = - S 2---
1 1  3 2;/y i .4
n3 r @ r @
■ ; c2 W l  ^  -- i h b  "■ y y r  ♦ 182011^ij10 3.2"
,3 1  2,
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